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lipromipi Human SeriyCe r-
Methods'f0i-,Syd1ftraric Plana* 0,1uation,

and Staff Development

G. Brian Jones
Charles Dayton.

B. Gelatt

This dhapte lineates some clf the basic problems confronting
human service rograms - limited budget, Increasing demands for
"results," and the lack of the necessary skills to identify and
effectively address student needs, In response to these pressing.
problems, a plan for the improvement of guidance services is
introduced.

Chapter I
A

The Need for more Systematic Program Planning and Evaluation

Problem& In Human Service programs

Human services programs have reached a,jUncture in their devel-

opment that is at one and the same time the most exciting 4d the

most threatening they have ever faced. On the one hand, the problems

are more basic and critical than ever before. Clients are increas-

ingly facing an ever more complex world and looking to human services

The work described in this document has been carried out at
the American Institutes for Research, under support by the United
States Office of Education, Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, under Part C of the Vocational Education Act of 1963.
Points of view or opinions stated do not necessarily represent

U:S.O.E. position or policy.
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programs and personnel for the help they need. Taxpayers are

watching their taxes rise and yet are seeing educational, decision --

makers floundering for direction. As a result, they wonder aloud

about just what they are getting for their money. Administrators

are caught between these overtaxed, often hostile citizens, and

staff members demanding even more money for the very services that

so often fail to satisfy the needs. Human services personnel

themselves feel caught in the crunch as criticism descends upon

them from all directions and they find themielves unable to justify

their role in the terms increasingly demanded. And yet, with all

of these pressures, human services programs seem on the crest of a

golden age. The critical heed for helping clients in the areas

traditionally covered by such programs is widely apparent. The

expanding responsibilities into new areas increase the possibility

of gtoviding truly enlightened, meaningful learning experiences for

clients. New and ifliaginative programs and materials are blossoming

on all sidesresources to do the job so desperately needed. In

short, the potential is unlimited, if the problems can be solved.

1

Zeroing in on the crux of concerns, sifting the bogus issues

from the real, identifying the exact factors to bsolated and

dealt with first, is no easy job. But certain problems do stand

out.

One problem that underlies not only human services concerns

4
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but those of educational and social institutions in general is the

increasing budget strains' that hye developed' in recent years. For

whAtever reasons, administratorvare being fo d to cut budgdts.

In school settings, for example, high on most priority lists for such

'cutbacks are guidance and counseling' programs, This is largely be-
4 ,

cause "counseling" somehow does not hirA a clear end product, or,.

seem particularly.impprtant, at leadt compared with teaching English

or science, for example. How can an administrator justify spending

a sizable proportion of her or his budget on guidance and counseling

when s/he is having-trouble paying for basic instruction?

.What this comes down to, and what seems to be at the heart of

the problem today, is accountability. How can those working in human

services justify what they do, how they spend their time, where

they allocate their resources?. How can they providi administrators

and Citizens with evidence of their wortg, demonstrate to them in

meaningf4 And dramatic Wive the invaluable benefits of their human

services Wozraml. Counselors have done very trell in this area in the

past, partly because counselor-educators have not taught them these

skills. CandidAtes,are steeped in the latest theories of behavior

and counseling techniques, but left to their own devices when it-

.

comes tp justifying their role.

Take,' for example, a 'scene

country in school settings today

A

0

qccurring frequently around the

This involves the prinicpal
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kills. Candidates are steeped in the latest theories of behavior

and counseling techniques, but left to their own devices when it

comes to justifying their role.

Take, for example, a scene occurring frequently around the

country in school settings today. This involves the prinicpal
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sitting down with the Direct*tof Guidance in the spring of the

year to discuss the next year's funding. The discussions are

usually quite frank; the principal asks in very straightforward

terms how s/he can justify the guidance budget for the next year

given the shortages that exist. The response, when any is forth-

coming at all, usually involves a recitation of all the innumer-

able tasks a counselor perfoftd.in a given day, from meeting with

parents, to handling truancy problems, to referring students to

other agencies, to individually counseling students, to changing

registration cards, ad infinitum, The weakness of this answer is

that'while it tells the principal what counselors are busy at, it

does not specify what they accomplish. How many students are

different in what ways because of counseling? Answers to questions

Tike this might make an but few counselors know how to

provide then.

A fundamental prOlem is reflected in the above

description of the typical counselor's day. Going from task to

task, responding to the greatest presdure of any given moment, the

counselor ends up like a ping-pong ball. S/he goes from one crisis

to the next, frantically trying to put out fires, with no time to

sit down and consider the'purpose of all the activity-called crisis

counseling, and it results in what might be called the surtval

syndrome for the counselor. The struggle is simply to keep one's

GIL
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head above the water, to stay ahead of the next crisis, The prob-
.

lem with this approach is that it results in a human services pro-

gram that constantly reacts to those who have reached the crisis

stage, rather than acts to prevent such problems in the first place.

The alternative is A program that depends on an organized plan of

what each student should be receiving from the program as s/he

progresses through school. Such a program, while it cannot entirely

Iliminate crises, can help to prevent them, and at the same time

Can reach out to all students, providing help to those ready and

able to grow.

Such preventive and developmental programs can respond to

another major problem: the growing demand to prepare students for

the real world on their leaving school. In the past, guidance pro-

grams often coasted along by keeping a shelf of college catalogs

and having a representative from the loc"al smelting plant drop by

in the spring for a talk. ith the cateer education movement, sus-

tained high unemployment - even in professional fields - and a growing

student sophistication about school and the world of work, this

approach will no longer suffice. Students want to know what is

. going to happen to them when they leave school, what their oppor-

tunities will'be. And they want to know how what they are learning

r in school relates to-this approaching reality. Fulfilling this

need for career development is another of the challanges facing

guidance programs today.



This is not a complete summary of the. problems of human ser-

vices programs, but it includes many of the key ones. Funding short-

ages, lack of accountability, crisis orientation, and lack of

career development are unhappy themes that pervade the majority of

the programs today. If people working in this field could solve

these problems, they would go a long way toward promoting general

health and even buoyancy in the profession. Unfortunately, this

is not presently happening. And it is not happening for certain

identifiable reasons:' One of these is the "counselors kOunsel"

syndrome.

This term refers to human services personnel's widespread

feeling that they were trained to counsel, this is what they are

good at, this is what'they enjoy, and this is damned well what they

are going to do. 4t matters little whether there are seven other

activities that 4.11 effect the same or better results in less time

for more clien9S. Providing instruction to large groups; employing

and training peer counselors; referring clients to community agen-

cies; supplying books and films in areas of general interest and

need; organizing the program$so that other staff members and para-

professionals can perform certainfunctions--all these may be far

more effective in helping large numbers of clients. But they do not

provide the same kind of personal reward7-that look of appreciation

or those-grateful words from the one in need for the crisis resolved.

6



uman services staff are well rewarded for individual counseling, in

very meaningful, personal terms. But when this activity dominates

their schedules, can they legitimately claim that,they are helping

the most clients in the most effective way possible?

The reason for this syndrome, of course, stems partly from

the education such persons receive. Individual counseling is

usually what they are taught to do best. The same ,Feasnwhelps to

explain their generally ineffective response to the call for ac-

countability. They do not know how to be accountable. Faced with

.this situation, many in the profession'react with, at best, defen-

siveness, and at worst, out-andout panic. "Well, what we've done

in the past has worked pretty well up to now. This tow accounts-

bility fad will pass soon anyway, and we can get back in the old

groove. Besides, aren't we doing anything right?" Unfortunately,

things change, and the good old past is in many ways gone forever.

Accountability is not a fad; many experts suggest that the trend is

just beginning. And while the defensive "Aren't we doing anything

right?" response is understandable, not solve the problems.

Of course many things are being done welll But unless the activities

that are not being done well can be improved upon, they may seriously

impair the longevity of human services.

Thus, the funding crunch that educational and social agencies

face, the crisis orientation of counselors, the counselors,counsel
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syndrome, the lack of career development programs, the demand for

accountability, and the lack of effective response to this demand,

all add up to a serious situation. A solution is needed. If human

services personnel could measure what they are doing, if, given this

information, they could then plan a developmental program that did

provide all clients with career guidance, if they could increase

their effective activities and decrease their ineffective ones,

(individual counseling or otherwise), if they could demon-

strate the results of their developmental program. to those around

them--especially those having,, to Maim budget decisions--a solution

might be at hand, But who can do this? Unfortunately no ore at

least, not-very well. Certainly not the typical staff member. Such

skills simply are not a part of traditional staff education programs.

A Possible Solution

Many ways to attack these problems and many possible solutions

have been suggested, ranging from fuller use of technology to dra-

matic new human services techniques. One solution that is raising

hopes draws on the research from, a number of studies. For example,

California recently surVeyed its counselors to determine what were

the greatest needs in the state, and concluded in A Plan for the

Improvement of Guidance Services in California.

Upgrading training for on-the-job guidance specialists is a
necessity for improving present guidshce services. The majority

It)
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of those doing the job are now on the job and will be for some
years. Improving the pre-service training is important, but '

equally . . important is the upgrading of those holding the
guidance positions currently in'the schools. (Guidance and
Counseling Task Force, 1973, p. 39).

Similar conclusions were reached in a federally funded project

conducted in 1972-73 by the American Institutes for Research (AIR).

This study, Supported by the United States Office of Education (USOE)

and designed to determine the adequacy of guidance programs for

those students not going,to college, suggested:

Comprehensive, well-planned programs of in-service education
that focus on professional skills should be developed, and all'
school counselors should participate in them. These programs
should Help each counselor develop the skills s/he needs to
meet revised certification requirements and to grow in competence
so that s/he can advance professionally. These programs should
be structured in close coordination with preservice counselor
education programs that will result in concentrating on train-
ing in competencies to bring about student outcomes. (Ganschow,
Hamilton, Helliwellk Jones, and Tiedman, 1973, pp. 5-24 and
5-25.)

Other studies have pointed in the same direction. And many of

them reflect the stance suggested in the AIR study regarding the na-

ture of the inservice education needed. This type of training goes

under various rubrics, including performance-based, skills-based,

competency-based, and so on. The key idea is that staff members need,

to develop actual skills useful in on-the-job situations. Traditional

.education programs have often relied on academic, cognitive outcomes,

turning out human service personnel who may know a lot but are untest-

.ed in terms of actual performance. While general agreement has not

9
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been reached on a precise definitiod for the term competency-based,

what does seem agreed on is that such programs should go beyond

cognitive and attitudinal levels and require .actual perforthances,

either in simulated or real-life situations.

How can competency4ased pre- and in-service staff deVelopmen

programs solve the problems discussed earlier? Ideally, by showing

those in.the'human services field how to plan and evaluate their

programs systematically so thift-they are responsive to the prObres.

A well-planned.program can eliminate the /'survival syndrome and

crisis orientation-by requiring as the first step in the program

development the mapping out of a set of goals based on measured

client needs. Itc'an provide a way to measure the program's effec-
.

tiveness by having these/goals translated into behavioral objectives,

with information collected periodically to determine.whither these

objectives have been achieved. It can counteract the counselors-

counsel syndrome bi determining which methods and activities are

effective and by motivating staff to spend their -time according:

Because such a program operates from an overall plan of whal

111 clients need, a key part of this plan can be devoted.io their

career development needs. Since such a program can determine what

it does and dOes not accomplish, it can be accountable; Given pre-
.

cise information on what it is doing for clients, haw they are
0

different because of its'aciivities, it can muster very clear,

A
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dramatic arguments for continued funding, In summary, a competency-

based staff development program designed to provide human services

peisonnel with the skills needed to plan and evaluate their programs

effectively could ideally solve every one of the problems discussed.

Presenting the planning and evaluation approach developed by

AIR (to he outlined and detailed here) as an answer to all of tle

above problems, however, is to misrepresent it. It does have clear

advantages, no mallet what the state of things - it was developed

as a means of bringing fundamental improvement to human services

programs regardless of the particular problems of the moment - but

it is not a cure-all. One would have to be naive to expect to

find the answer to every problem in any one approach. The following

list summarizes, at leaAst .or school settings, some of the AIR

approach's chief advantages and disadvantages fr.= a standpoint re-

moved from the immediate problems such projians face.

Advantages

It is a way to:

- get counselors away from changing schedule cards,
handling truancy problems, doing ground duty, and the
like, and into the important tasks for which they
were educated,

- demonstrate to administrators, .teachers, students, and
parents just what guidance departments accomplish.

- zero in on what students need and want, and know that
what is being done is important.

11
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- monitoring t quality of a program and make sure it
is accomplishing what it is supposed to doe

move counselors from "people who like to rap" to
effective changers of behavior.

- clean the cobwebs 'out of a program, eliminating

practices everyone knows should have been stopped
five years ago, seek newer and better ways of ac-
complishing ends.

- bring a department together under a common
philosophy and agreed upon goals.

D1SadVantaMS

It is disadvantageous in that:

staff members are likely to see it as a response to
outside pressures for accountability which they resent
and oppose.

it requires a great deal of hard work.

it involves the use of student behavioral objectives,
which can be frustrating.

- it may well reduce the amount of time counselors
spend -counseling," an activity most are fond of.

- it has a certain research feel, uses a systematic
approach and terminology which may seem foreign,
and will require a genuinely open mind and a
willingness to try something new. I

- it requires change, which presuliposes both an
individual and institutional commitment to change,
and an atmosphere free to allow change.

- it offers no flashy new counseling techniques, simple
cure-alls, or easy shortcuts. Primarily it is a way of
organizing.programs so that they can'bb effective,
efficient, accountable, and responsive to students.

14
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It should also be added that AIR h4 no. exclusive patent on

2
this approach.- Operation Guidance developed at Ohio State' iniyer-

sity under the direction of Rohert Campbell and Harry Drier, petal-

lets it very closely (t ell, 1972). Part of their project in-

cludes the Career Planning Support System, a comprehensive approach

for assisting high schools to upgrade their.career guidance pro-

grams. It is currently being field-tested in.twelve states."

. AIR has been working over the past two years to develop a

system of competency-based staff development to provide practitioners

with the skills needed to carry out such an approach, and this ven-

ture may represent something of a breakthrough; but the concept 4-
self has been expressed by numerous experts, and it would be unfair

to represent it otherwise.

4

Overview of Rgmaining Chapters

To summarize, we have now detailed some of the problems *to
-.....N

which this approach can respond, and have delineated some of its

strengths and weaknesses. What follows is a 'description of exactly

what is involved in the proach (Chapter II), how the staff develop-

went program developed at R furthers the skills needed to imple-

ment it (Chapter III) , and how some of the new client strategies

And materials available on the market can be integrated into a pro-

gram using the approach (Chapter IV) . Chapter V provides a brief

recap, and the document then ends with a bibLiography of books and

.
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materials related to the topics, or detailing materials, available

to be used with the aPproach. .Chapters II-IV perhaps require a

little further illumination, k

Chapter II, 'An Approach to Effective Program Planning and

E..,aluation." first overviews the entire planning and evaluation

approach proposed here. It then concentrates on the )4.rst foul

parts of that approach.

1. Conducting desired outcomes assessments. This includes
disignini assessments, selecting samples, developing
instruments, administering instruments, and summarizing
and translating d,,t,a into desired program outcomes.

2. Conducting current status assessments. Touched on here
are summarizing program resources; analyzing current
goals, efforts, and outcomes; and determining the current
status of clients in the program.

3. Establishing program goals. 'This involves comparing the
results of 1 and 2 to determine the discrepancies between
the ideal and the current, drafting goals acctrdingly,
and classifying And prioritizing goals.

4. Developing "client performance objectives. An easy straight-
foyward means of establiihing a set of program behavioral
objectives is detailed,including both the drafting and.
sequencing of the objectives.

each of the sections selects and summarizes one key activity from

each of these parts and includes examples of instruments and/or

products.

Chapter III, 'Developing Staff Skills for This Planning-

Evaluation Model and Process," details the staff developmerit approach

that has, been developed. This chapter discusses the philosophical

13
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basis for the approach and some of 'the central definitions impor-

tant to it; the focus of the approach itself; how it fits with. -the

planning activities detailed in Chapter II, as well as with general

human service skills; and then the nature of the staff development

materials themselves, including;

- Intended target audiences'
- .Example objectives of the approach
- Format definitibris
- Sections of the materials
- A discussion of tryouts to date

The chapter concludes with a discussion of some of the problems and

issues involved in implementing this staff development approach, such

as motivation of participants, sequencing the various tasks, coping

with negative attitudes toward evaluation, finding ways of measuring

improvement in participant skills, and making-it appropriate for

preservice as welj'as inservice settings.

Chapter IV, 'Using Competency-Based Client Strategies and

Materials," explains how client materials and programs can be inte-

grated with the above planning-evaluation model and the staff de-

velopment approach; Lt overviews current developments in client

programs, and provides a synopsis of a number of promising ones

available. Details on each program include an overview, its basic

goals and objectives, procedures and methodology, any evaluation

'information available, and a.-contact name and address. Programs'

touched on will include Human Development Services' Life Career

15



Development System; the College Entrance'Examination Board's Decisions

and Outcomes; the Agency for Instructional Television's Bread and

Butterflits; the University of Missouri's Career Guidances Counseling,

and Placement Guide, and Career Education Methods and Processes; the

Federation of Rocky Mountain States' Career Education and Satellite
,

Technology Demonstration. the Baltimore Public Schools' Baltimore

Placement and Followuy peogram; and the Cleveland d'PUtitic 5choptsl Job
. .

% .

Development Program.

. 16
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The systematic model and process that the authors coAmend
for effective program planning an4'evaluation is introduced
here. -Following a brief presentation of thircom lete model,'
one fundamental segment of it is described In detail. .

The following sets of activities 'comprise this gment:
conducting desired outcomes assessments, performing current
status assessments, establishing program goals, and develop-
ing client performance objectives. (Each of tUese sets is
summarized, and the tasksand products involved in one of
its essential activities. are reviewed in more detail and
illustrated.

Chapter II

An Approach to Effective Program Planning and Evaluation

Overview of the Complete Process
.-, ...k r

As noted in Chfpter I, the program planning and evaluation

approach on which we at AIR have been working over the 'reicentyears

employs a systematic model that is based on scientific methodology
4

and is aimed at the planning, development, implementation, evalua-

tion, and revision of human service programs. It focuses on the

needs and characteristics of children, youth, and adults. This ,

learner-based orientation means that the approach assesses needs

of learners and, translates them into measurable objectives. It is

upon these needs and objectives that priorities for human service

irketventions are based. Featuring a process in which each phase
1

provides feedback to preceding phases.or input to subsequent activ

ities, thisethod assures that the genuine needs of your program

recipients or consumers will be met in the order of their importance.

19
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Chapter 11

An Approach to Effective Program Planning and Evaluation

Overview of the Complete Process
- 4.- -

As noted in Chapter I, the program planning and evaluation

approach oh which we at AIR have been working over the recent years

employs a systematic model that is based on scientific methodology

and is aimed at the planning, development, implementation, evalua-

tion, and revision of human service programs. It focuses on the

needs and dharacteiistics of children, youth, and adults. This

learner-based orientation means that the approach assesses needs

of learners and translates them into measurable objectives. It is

upon these needs and objectives that priorities for human service

interventions are based. Featuring a process in which each phase

provides feedback to preceding phases or input to subsequent activ-

ities. this method assures that the genuine needs of your program

recipients or consumers will be met in the order of their importance.

17
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This systematic approach contrasts with typical programs, in' ich

certain impoftant phases (such as evaluation) are often omitted or

others (such as implementation) are overemphadized.

The model is goalroriented and designed to.achieve clearly

identified and, possible, measurable objectives. The focus of
;.

the model is continuously on achievement'of objectives. Whit is

done, how it is done, and its success are all determined by these

objectives, Feedback tells you, the program .planners, whether to

S1/1,

change your methods or to change your objectives.

J Ian mhis approach to delivering human services, Foui iirogrim

staff spends time seeking answers to the following questions:

1. What do we accomplish?

2. What do we not accomplish?

3. What should we want to accomplish?

4. What can we do to accomplish it?

S. What is the best way for us to accomplish it

6. Did we?

For the purpose of simplifying communications, the model on

which this program planning and evaluation approach is based is

divided into four phases or groups of Activities. We are reluctant

to identify specific categories or to use the word "phases" because

as soon as they are defined and even diagrammed in some type of

linear order, it becomes too easy to think of them as having to

AM,

I
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occur in a loCkstep, chronological sequence. This then distorts

the whole dyilamic.and cybernetie nature of the interaction of those

',activities and their effeCts.. Hoping that this warning is suffi-

cient, we fall back on the easiest way we know to communicate this

model in.writing--a` list, more-detailid descriptions, and actiagram

of the phases. (

The phases are:

"Planning.: determining what you and your Apumers want
totaccomplish'and integrating this with system or
institutionaI needs.,

Developing: identifying and putting together the best
ways to accomplish what is desired.

Implementing: putting your plan into action, trying
out your selected activities.

Evaluatim(ImEacti and.Decidins: finding out how well
it wort'sard what to do next.

The first phase, Planning, is largely a data-gathering ane.

Many human services programs rely on insubstantial guesses and as-

sumptioirs about what they Should be doing. This phase systematically

entails defining a philosophy, assessing the desired outcomes of

your program consumers, determining where your program is at pre-

sent, and then, based on these data, determining needs statements

and establishing a workable set of program goals. The program moves

to a far firmer base, founded on comprehensive data and thorough anal-

ysis.

l
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In graph4orm, this phase may be represented thusly:

L--

Defining Human Development
Theory and Basic Assumptions

As4essing Desired Outcomes !Assessing Current Status of:

.a. Program resources
b. Allocation of resources

Current status of

1.0111. ....)111

program consumers
------

Establishipg Program'Needs and .Goals 1

Having completed the Planning phase of your ppgram improve-
.

ment cycle, you will have established a comprehensive, practical

set of goals, based on solid data and intelligent analysis. But
0

these goals will be global, abstract statements which will fail to

indicate exactly what your program consumers should be able to do.

And they will say nothing about how you may expect the program to

help learners to accomplish 'such specifiCs. The tasks of this second

phase, Program Development, can be graphically illustrated as follows:

22
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'Program Goals.' 1

To help.Oudents increase their
knowledge of the, world of work.

.ft . .t fft IA M

;Specifying Human
!Performance Objectives

.. .... it ... ..m.

Selecting Alternste
:Program Strategies

q. *ft

.:All fourth grade students _will
bwable to provide three sen-
tence definitions of five occu-
pations on a test in class.

2 All eighth grade students will
write one page summaries of their
visits to five places of 'work

satisfactory to their social
studies teschers.

Have students:
1. Visit several places of work
2. Read books, articles
3. View appropriate films

-4. Do individual research

As the name suggests, the next phase, implementing, gets into

the nuts and bolts of actually doing what you have been planning and

developing. Each of the strategies tall'involve many individual

tasks for the program staff and these may be thought about and plan-

ne0 in advance. The staff will probably be able to perform the

vat majority of these, but you may have selected certain desirable

strategies that will require further development of certain staff

members. And as you go along, you will undoubtedly have to go through

23
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a fine-tuning process with new programs and strategies to work out

the bugs and make them as effective as possible., Each of these

topics is treated in this phase.

Again graphically:

Specifying Process
Objectives

I
. -

^

Developing Program

Staff

4-

Trying Out Activities
and Monitoring Early
ImplementattOnEfforts

In a sense, the fourth phase of this systematic approach brings

you full circle. You began by gathering information to make intelli-

gent planning and development' decisions. Now you need to gather

. information On how well you have done. 'By doing this intelligently;

you can then make further planning. decisions and create a process

of constant improvement.

22



Graphically:

Conducting Summative . -

Evaluation (Cost-Impact Studies)

1

.

Communicating Evaluation
Results and Making Decisions

foiSubsequent Programs

The above phases coreprise the overall model and process on

which we at AIR hive beeniworkihg. Figurs!.1 on the next page ilr

lustrates the interach*9n of these four phases. The total mod

provides away to develop human service programs

gaily andssystematically which has been shown to be ,very helpful

in many aftuations But the system 3s not perfect,.and it does not

remove the need for herd work.

23
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For you to understand and experiment with the planning,-

evalUation approach-, you would need much more information than

is provided in the brief descriptions and'figures presented in

the preceding section. A detailed review and illustration of all

four phases of the model is not ingsible in:this monograph. More

feasible is coverage of one segient of the model, -and this will

be attempted in the remainder of this chapter. Discussed here-

will be the Planning Phase (except the important activities of

defining human development theory and assumptions) and a'key acti-

vity of the DeVeloping Phase, specifying human performance objec-

tives.

Examples of-Desired Outcomes Assessnent Activities and Products
. 1. -

Once a program's basic philosophy has been defined

logical move is.to establish its goals and objectives.

the next

such foundation building is identifying the important needs that

program's consumers. Human services are often structured around

system needs; Needs assessments should giVe primary attention td

the need of the recipients of those services and should encourage

the adaptation of services to people, rather than vice versa. They

can also supply comprehensive data for determining the accountabil-

ity of human services programs; give concrete, empirical data

around which to develop programs; provide comprehensive data instead

I. 26
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of isolated guesses; iacrease program coordination.; and initiate

a process of planning and evaluation designed to keep programs

current.

To conduct such needstessesivrts requires .asking program con-
-,

sumers as well as other knowledgeable persons, to indicate their

thoughts and feelings about what they need. .A major part of the

total.ofteds assessment process is the assessment of desired outcomes.

The process may be broken down into a number of activities:

I. Designing the assessment.

2. Defining and selectiak the persons to be sampled in the
assessment.

3. Selecting/developing the instrument(s). .
.

4. AdminiStaring the instrument(s).

5. Summarizing and translating the data into desired outcomes.

we have selected the third activity to disCuss and illustrate below.

Selecting/Developin$ the Desired Outcomes Assessment Instrument(s)

Many different approaches to the development of instruments are

possible. .1160--m6 asic question is probably whether you want to

use an alre existing vehicle or develop your own. In either case,

a vari assortment of approaches is possible. The following dis-

cus- on presents a synopsis of the various kinds of instruments

a aflable for your use.

Kinds of Instruments. a. Observational techniques. This method

collecting information involves watching behavior and tabulating

2;J
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dasa_en.what is seen. Usually such information is collected in

real life settings with the observer acting either as a participant
4

(a group facilitator noticing group members' nonverbal responses

during a group' counseling session) or a nonparticipant (a child

therapist using a one-way mirror).

b. Interviews. In this technique the information gatherers sit

down with the individuals from whom they wish to obtain information

and ask them questions in a face-to-face setting. Usually they

work from a predesigned form or set of questions to try to assure

eqtal treatment of all interviewees. The fact -to -face contact and

personal touch are advantages of this approach, but it is usually

tide-consuming and may contaminate dita through personality variables

that come into play between the two (or more) people.

c. Questionnaires. These are paper-and-pencil instruments to which

individt:la respond in any of a variety of ways. These include

a
written responses to open-ended questions, checking "yes" or "no,"

. checking one of several multiple choice responses, ranking a series

of statements from highest to lowest, and rating statements along

a numerical or written scale. Questionnaires are widely used be-
...

cause of their efficiency and ease of Administration.

d. Follow-up studies. These are surveys of individuali now re-

moved from a program, such as graduates from high school who are

asked for their thoughts on a high school career guidance program.

21
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A fairly short structured or open-ended questionnaire is frequently

employed, but an interview format can-be used. Mailing strategies

often play an important role in this kind of survey, and &thieving

a high level of response is most important,

e. Card sort techniques. This is a hybrid of the interview and

questionnaire in which individuals can be given a "deck" of cards,

each with a statement relating to an outcome they might desire in

a common area. Individuals sort through each deck they receive,

eliminate those cards which do not represent desired outcomes for

fht them, and arrange those that do in order from most important to

least. When data CM the desired outcomes of individuals are com-

bined, the areas of highest choice and the highest choices within

each area can be established.

f. :The critical incident technique. Critical incidents result

from the observation of identifiable behaviors that have a clear

intent or purpose and at least one observable outcome. The inci-

dents reported are of critical importance to the achievement of

the outcome or to the lack of progress toward it. In one instance,

critical incidents relating to ten abstract goals wove collected

from parents, teachers, and students, allowing precise behavioral

definitions of the goals both Wier= of student behaviors and

teacher strategies-to-emeadrage such behaviors. A classification

scheme was then built for each goal, and a series o "needs-assessr-

ment" questionnaires was developed to determine the exten to

27
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which appropriate' student behaviors were being demonstrated'. Thus,

the critical incident technique served to define, in behavioral .

terms, the desired outcomes of the educational system, In another

case, critical incidents were collected on counselor communication.

Itresponses th t were either effective or ineffective in facilitating

-
client progress. These incidents were used to identify.competencies

around which a counselor education program was later designed.

g. The delphi technique. Ttris entails a series of intensive in-
,

terrogations of samples of individuals (most frequently experts) by

means of mailed questionnaires aimed at ranking desired outcomes

and arriving at goals. The mailings are interspersed with control-

lediteedback to the'participants, Responses to each mailing are

summarized and returned to respondents anonymously. Competing

opinions usually converge and diverse opinions are often blended

into distinct and clearly stated majority and minority opinions.

Existing Instruments. What often seems like the easiest way

out of the confusion of finding a good instrument is simp ,t6

adopt one that is generally available and thus makeust of someone

else's expertise. You are saved the work and fot$ense of ,generating

your own, and a ready-made instrument wo d seem to provide the

simplest solution. Unfortunately, the solution is not that easy

because a number of,problems'are involved.
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The first difficulty is that in most cases such instruments

have not undergone the kind of testing and refinement necessary to

"hone them into reliable, trustworthy vehibles for your purpose. A

second problem is the fact that no matter how good the instrument,

it will rarely lend itself perfectly to your particular setting -

and will have limited generalizability since it was designed with

the needs and conditions of a different locale in mind. A third

problem is that few existing instruments make the distinction that

we advocate between desired outcomes and current status. In an

,aisessment, unless a program has information both on where it should

ideally be and where it currently is, it is operating.on very in-

adequate data. Most instruments just start asking questions, ig-

noring this distinction, and wind up with a potpourri of information

that is of dubious value.

In mentioning some of the instruments already in existence,

therefore, we. also caution against blithely adopting them. Either

adapting them or using them for ideas in generating your own in

strument is usually a better course. Only those instruments seeking

at least some desired outcomes information are listed below.

a. Priority Counseling sualy. This multiple-choice questionnaire

(Smith and Johnson, 1971) seeks a mixture of current status ana

desired outcomes information reported by students at various aca-

demic levels; separate forme are available for junior high, senior

high, And college respondents.

32
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b. Missouri Ptudentky...4,..1es,,Lmut. This broad ranging instrument,

with variations for students,. teachers, parents, and employers, uses

a multiple-choice format, seelking a mixture of current status, de-

sired outcome, and evaluative information. It is available from

,the Missouri State Deparimentiof Education.

c. North Dakota Needm,Asseoement Model. This six-point rating

scale survey has variations for students, teachers, and admini-

strators. It clearly separates students' responses into current

statusmnddesired outcomes categories, while seeking current

status information from other groups. This survey is available

from the North Dakota State Pepartment of Education.

d. Santa Clara Count Educational Needs Survey. This rating scale.

survey seeks` students' feelings about where things are end where

they should be, also trying to determine in whatareas schools should

help students. It is supplemented by a teacher assessment. This

survey was.developed by the Santa Clara Office of Education in San

Jose, California.

0

DevelopinajourOwn Inetxmient(6).. Because not all the tech-
,

niques listed earlier can be dealt with in detail, we will concen-

trate here on questionnaires, as they seem to be the most generally

practical. A number Of questionnaire formats is possible. One is "

he open-ended written responee, in which the respondents tell in
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b. Missouri Student Needs Survey. This broad ranging instrument,

with variationffor students,' teachers, parents, and employers, uses

a multiple-choice format, seeking a mixture of current status, de-

sired outcome, and evaluative information. It is available from

the Missouri State Department of Education.

c. North Dakota Needs Aesesement Model. This six-point rating

scale survey has variations for students, teachers, "Id admini-

strators. It clearly separates students' responses into current

status and, desired outcomes categories, while seeking current

status information from other groups. This survey available

from the North Dakota State Department of Education.

d. Santa Clara Cipunti Educational Needs Suarez. This rating scale

survey seeks students' feelings about where things are and where

they should be, also trying to determine in what areas schools should

help students. it is supplemented by a teacher assessment. This

survey was developed by the Santa Clara Office of Education in San

Jose, California.

Developing Your Own. Instrurpnt4s). Because not all the tech-

niques listed earlier can be dealt with in detail, we wi,i1 concen-

trate her on questionnaires, as they seem to be the most generally

practical. A numberOf questionnaire formats is possible. One is

the open-ended written response, in which the respondents tell in
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their own words the answer to a question, structure their respo4es

in the manner which is most meaningful to them, and offer individual

insights. This format usually causes difficulty in summarizing the

information, but does allow for individual expression. A second

format vidcs respondents simply to agree or disagree with statements,'

which express opinions on various aspects of the survey's subject.

In a third kind respondents are given multiple choice items and asked

to pick"the ones that come closest to their view. A fourth format

is that of ranking, in which various desired outcomes are listed and

respondents are asked to put them in the order of their importance.

A fifth format entails ratings, in which respondents express on a

series of scales their feelings about the questionnaire's variables.

A-number of guidelines should be kept in mind if you choose to

develop a questionnaire. Begin by choosing the format that seems

best for your purposes, and then write a sample set of items and

have thei evaluated to make sure they are appropriate and function-

al. To be useful as guides to program improvement, each item

should reflect a change in behavior, an attitude, or a level of

knowledge. Items must be meaningful to the respondents. Language

and wording should be appropriate to their ege, grade, evel, or

experience.

In addition, items should reflect the real needs of,the re-

spondents and not ignore important problems. Items should be ones

31



to which they would be willing to respond, and should encourage

response. Respondents should not feel threatened by the statements.

Your directions should make it clear that there are no right or

wrong answers, and your statements should reflect this orientation.

In addition to writing the actual items, you will need to'

draft some direction to go with them. Again, some general guide-

lines apply. First, the directions shquld be as,brief and to the

point as possible. They should explaintht reason for the'linstru-
/

went and what it is to do. Be ve concrete in this regard. With

questionnaires, if items are

indicate that; if written out, eate the length and form (sen-

checked, say so; if circled,

tence,_ phrase, list) of response you want, Often it is useful to

include a sample item two, with the correct form or response

clearly demonstrated. if there are time limitations or other per-

tinent conditions which apply to administration of the instrument,

be sure to mention these so that respondents can take them into

account.

Once you have generated a number of items, you should pilot

test them. If you try them out on fellow staff members, you will

often receive valuable suggestions for improvement. Along with

this, and more important, the items should be tested with a few

of your program counselors who are comparable to those to be in-

cluded in the assessment. Suggested improvements should be gathered

32
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directly from these people and from observing how the process goes

and what the results are). Suggested changes can then be made and

the final instrument drafted.

Examples of Current Status Assessment Activities and Products

Once the desi outc defined, you will have deter-

mined thethe ideals toward which our human services program will work.

But also important is knowing where you are at msent. By com-

paring these two situations, you can determine just how far you

have to go. Using these concepts, then, we define need as the dif-

ference between the current state (or status) and the desired

state (desired outcomes). Graphically:

Current Status
Need

r

Desirtd Status

A current status assessment involves gathering information

-through these kinds of activities:

1. Summarizing the resources available to your program. No

matter how many desired outcomes have been defined, a real-
istic program must to designed--one that can be carried
out with available resources./- r

2. .Ap lalyzing ese resources are presently being used.

'Since the most ,portent resource is usually staff time,
- some measureme t of how this is being expended is central.

3. MesSuring how w 11 rogram consumers can do presently in

';the areas on whi h eir program will focus. These data

can then be comp red th ,their stated desired outcomes to

Show where the 1 ges die&repencies exist.

I
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Because the second activity is perhaps the Most difficult.of'the

above three, it has been selected for further discussion,And illus-

tration. In all of these activities it is important to that

a current status assessment is not-designed to evaluate,a human ser-
.

vices program. You will not be determining if a particular program

is good or bad; you will merely find out what is happening:

Analyzing Current Allocation of Program Resources

One obvious way of determining current goals and efforts of a

human services program is studying available documents, .These will,

of course. Vary from one social action setting to another, but the

following current'documents are possibilities for, stiudy.

1. Statements of program objectives, desired outcomes. If

the objectives have been documented for the program, they

...-

can serve as'points of reference. As discussed above, a

current status assessment is concerned with 'what the pro-

gram is trying to achieve. .

2. Program consumers' records. Records will not be the same

for every setting, But such information could include sten-
. 4 1141=1

dardized test scores, referrals to covnselor, interview

reports, academic records; attendance patterns, and demo-

graphic information.

w-up studies, Studies of graduates an other former



clients can provide information/as to the respondedts/

perceptions of the program and how its activities have

assisted them or failed to help. #

4. Research or evaluation studies, If the program has receat0.47.

ly undergone an accreditation or beeh the object 'of're-

search, the resulting data may provide Information that

can be utilized.

5. Departmental budgets, These should provide all of the

.% information you need to determine the allocation of your

financial resources,.

6, Community surveys. Studies maybe available that show

what, occupations are most,common in your area and what

Vocational and educational opportunities exist. Other

studies' may offer reports from local employment agencies

regarding their perceptions of your program's graduates

and their career or life preparation.

None df these six potential sources ofInformation is going to sup-

s

ply the answer to questions regatding the current status of your

program. Information must be gathered from a number of sources and

analyzed as.to its appropriateness and usefulness.

In addition to studying.available documentation, another

mation gathering method entails conducting time/task/cost analyses.

Because in a current status assessment one of your concerns'is the
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way resourses are used, ,a time/task/cost'analysis can,be a useful

approach-. This analysis cOnsists,ofnotingtWe various tasks .and

activities perforated' by a program staff member, recording the a-
4

mount of time spent onAeach one, and finally calculating the cost'

of each task on.the basis of time spent. The record-keeping may be

done by the person performing the tasks or by a trained observer.

The results of the analysis indicate the tassks p ormed, the length

of 'time they took, and the cost of each t

. For example, to determine the cost o an-activity that re-.,

quired x hours of a counselor's time, this formula can be used:.

Cost of counselor's' Weekly. salary._
in

time per hour Hdurs worked pWr7Wiek

Suppose Counselor Davis gets an annual salary of 120000 and works

40 weeks per year. Each week s/he works from 8:00 A,M. - 4:00 P.M.

less 1/2 hOur for lunch and two15-minUte coffee breaks. For each

hour of his/her time, the school district pays

Weekly salary

Hours work/week

$300
$8.57 Salary per hour

35

= $12 000
40

35

$309

Thus, if Counselor Davis is spending an average of 2 hours per day

on clerical' tasks, the cost to the school each day is approximately.

$17.

A time /task /cost analysis might also be made of other human

3)
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resources in your human services program. However, your most diffi-

cult chore probably will be arriving at an accurate, reliable de-

scription of what your program staff actually does. A study in North

Dakota attempted this. Counselors were asked first to estimate what

percent of their time they spent in each of 13 activities (current

status); then they were asked to rank the activities according to

preference (desired program). A comparison between the two was made.
S

The results are reported
o

in the aforementioned Needs Assespept Model 44-

for Guidance in North Dakota (Lee, 1973). The North Dakota tim7

analysis chart if one way to determine the allocation of staff lime.

We, havefound that a daily log is a good way to record the ac-

tivities, and it can be filled in either' by,a staff member or a

trained observer. The log should be used for a one- or two-month

period over your program's'year. Ideally, of,course,it should b
s

used for the entireyear. If the fog cannot be maintained over a

long period.of time, it should.at leas be filled it at mcattere

intervals to'ainiMize distortion. ,1

The format of the log should note e so complicated that the
.

j
0

staff member finds it a burden to use. However, the form should
ov,

include this information: ()Nhat happened? (2) Who was involied?

(3) How long did:it take? and (4) why was it done? The answers to

thesd questions 4an be brief, bu,t each item is important. he

first three are Obv4ous parts of 'a 1oWmat7the-fauribLitem=_thA-

.

purpose, or why it was donemay not be. The question.ties

40'
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the staff person's activities to outcomes, the goal toward which

the activity is directed; this is an essential part of the current

status assessment.

- Note this item from a counselor log:

Tuesday, March 14
10:15 - 10:25 - Visit by new student

This entry _answers questions 2 and 311rho was involved and kw long

it took - -and gives a partial answer to question 1 - -what happened. '

It does not show, however, whether the student came in for assistance

in enrolling, information about the school, aid in finding a part-

time job, personal help in coping with a new situation, a get-ac-

qqainted chat, or some other reason. It is important for the human

services personnel to note the purpose of their actions.

Displayed as Figures 2'and 3 on the two lollcwingpages are ,

sample counselor logs that were developed in concert with the coun-

seling staff of CherryS4gok High School in. Cherry Creek Colorado..

They are offered only as examples and could be modified. For

example, if you have formulated specific desired outcomes,.Che

logs' sections on "Why Did You' Do It?" outcomes could be replaced

with your outcomes. By recording your activities in terms of the

desired outcomes, you should obtain key data for a comparison of

the current and desired status pf your program:

4k
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In,addition to studying current documents, conducting time/

task /cost analyses, and collecting staff logs, you can add to your

current status assessment by gaining information about the allo-

cation of other resources. The current contributions of other staff

members, clients, special personnel, and community members to your

progran should also be measured, as welt as the current allocarion

of the many technical resources.
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4.

Example Actiyities,and Products

Involved in Establishing Program Goals... .1,r . .. . . qr., , , 4,,,,,- .....,,, , , ,..1,.....,

This set of activities brings together the results of philo-

sophy and desired outcomes definition and current status assessment

in a set of goals that will serve as the cornerstone of your human

services program. Program goals are the global statements of out-

comes around which a program is structured. This set of activities

also represents a juncture. On the one hand, you look back over

the planning activities to make sure they have been of hi( quality.

On the other, you look ahead to the more concrete definitions of

behavioral objectives for your program consumers and program strat-

egies to aid them in meeting those objectives.

The activities in this set include:

1. Defining discrepancies between the desired outcomes

assessment results and the current status assessment

results.

2. Specifying the resulting needs statement it order

of their degree of importance. '

3, Classifying goals into useful overall schemes for

a program.

4. Setting priorities among the goals,

5. Evaluating the planning activities you have conducted.
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Of the above activities, the third has been selected as the one to

be discussed in more detail and to be illustrated.

Classifying Goals, .16;:;may wish simply to map out an unstructured

list of goals, but more likely you will want to classify and group

them. Grouping goals will highlight interrelationships among them,

encourage comprehensive coverage of all important areas, make it

easier to communicate them to others, aid in evaluating results

growing out of them, provide new perspectives to those who use them,

and clarify their meaning. The first place to look for such a

classification scheme is to your assessment instruments. If you

collected data in well defined categories, you can simply proceed

to determine your program goals using the same witegories. Not

all assessment instruments lend themselves to such easy breakdowns,

however, or the breakdowns used may not be appropriate for a sensi-

ble grouping of goals. So if you need some classification scheme

useful in mapping out your goals, the following are offered as

suggestions that may be helpful.

One model developed at AIR divides the concept of "career" into

six areas and allows all goals (and subsequent objectives) to be

classified into one of the six career areas. Therefore, career or

life planning and development is seen as occurring in each of these

six areas:
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Vocational Behaviors related to exploring and making
decisions concerning both opportunities. in the world
of work and personal characteristics related to such.
opportunities*

Educational -- Although often related to vocational be-
haviors, behaviors in this area involve exploring and
pursuing educational opportunities independent of, or
not immediately having, vocational concomitants.

Personal-Social -- Inbrapersonal competencies needed to
function effectively as an independent person and in-
terpersonal behaviors needed in small.group situations,
including two-person relationships.

Academic - Learning -- Behaviors involved in handling dif-
ficult situations and varied learning tasks more ef-
fectively and efficiently in varied settings, not just
in the formal classroom.

Citizenship -- Behaviors differentiated from those in the
social behaviors area becauselthey are appropriate to
larger groups of people and to secondary (e.g., govern-
ment) rather than primary (e.g., family) social systems.

Leisure -- Behaviors utilized in the exploration of leisure,
cultural, and recreational pursuits; and beha4ors in-
volved in exploring one's personal characteristics re-

, lated to such pursuits; making decisions on thebasis of
such information; and pursuing one's involvment_in avail-

,

able opportunities.

A second model, summarized in a monograph by the California

Personnel and Guidance Association (1972), establishes three major

categories of career guidance,-and additional subctgories within

them. Each category represents a broad area of learning content

necessary to help students develop work, life style, Ad leisure

satisfactions and achieve desirable societal outcomes. The basic

k 47
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Vocational Behaviors related to exploring and making
decisions concerning both opportunities in the world
of work and personal characteristics related to such
opportunities.

Educational -- AltAiigWaAften related to vocational be-
haviors, behaviors-1n this area involve exploring and
pursuing educational opportunities independent of, or
not immediately having, vocational concomitants.

Personal-Social -- Intrapersonal competencies needed to
function effectively as an independent person and in-
terpersonal behaviors needed in small group situations,
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fectively and efficiently in varied settings, not just
in the formal classroom. i

Citizenship -- Behaviors diffdrentiated from those in the
social behaviors area beta se they are appropriate to
larger groups of people d to secondary (e.g., govern-
ment) rather than primary (e.g., family) social systems.

Leisure -- Behaviors utili d in the exploration of leisure,
cultural, and recreatio al pursuits; and behaviors in-
volved in exploring one's personal characteristics re-
lated to such pursuits; making decisions on the basis of
such information; and pursuing one's involvment in avail-
able opportunities.

A second model, summarized in a monograph by the California

Personnel and Guidance Association (1972), establishes three major

categories of career guidance, and additional subcategories within

them. Each category represents a broad area of learning content

necessary to help students develop work, life style, and leisure

satisfactions and achieve desirable societal outcomes. The basic
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components and concepts identified in this monograph are as follows:

1.0 Career Planning and Decision Making

1.1 Individuals differ in their interests, aptitudes,
abilities, values and attitudes.

1.2 The understanding, acceptance and development of
self is a lifelong process and is constantly
changed and influenced by life experiences.

1.3 Enviroment and individual potential interact to
influence career development.

1.4 Individuals must be adaptable in a changing society.
1.5 Career planning should be a privilege and respon-

sibility of the individual.

2.0 Education, Work and Leisure Alternatives

2.1 Knowledge and skills in different subjects relate
to performance in different work roles.

2.2 There is a wide variety of occupations which may
be classified in several ways.

2.3 Societal expectations influence the nature and
structure of work.

2.4 There is a relationship between the commitment to
education and work and the availability and util-
ization of leisure time.

2.5 There are many training routes to job entry.

3.0 Life Styles and Personal Satisfactions

3.1 Work means different things to different people.
3.2 Job satisfaction is dependent on harmonious rela-

tionships between worker and work enviroment.
3.3 Job specialization creates interdependency.

A third and somewhat more traditionally oriented model classi-

fies program goals partly according to the vehicle of help. This

approach, adapted from several sources, identifies four major types

of services a human services program may provide, and suggests pos-

aible subcategories within the lteas. The deflection of the focus

away from student outcomes and toward strategies of help is a

4 8
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weakness of this model.

Direct Help
(Counseling with Clients)

1. Individual Sessions On:
A. Drug Abuse
BA.Peer Conflict
C, Family Conflict
D. Pregnancy
E. Self-Awareness

2. Group Sessions On:
Al Interpersonal

Relationfihips

B. Sex

C. t ugs

D. roily Problems
E. De ision Making

III

Post-High S ool Preparation

1. Post-Seconda Education

2. Occupational In ormation

3. Educational Place ent

4. Job Placement:

5, Test Information

6. Decision Making

7.; Values
I.

Other models exist, many o

Indirect Help
(Consulting with Parents

and Teachers)

1. In-service Sessions with Teachers

2. In-service Sessions with Parents

3. Parent/Teacher Conferences

4. Test Interpretation

5. Occupational Information

6, Educational Information

7. Curriculum Revision

IV

Administration/Coordination

1. Orientation

2, Records

3, Testing

4, Evaluation

5, Registration

6. Scheduling

7. Placement (Educational and
Vocational)

them useful and worthwhile. Your

job is to select or develop one t4t best.meets your own needs, and
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structures your goals in the way that will be most useful.

A part of classifying and grouping goals is specifying for what

target populations each goal is appropriate. Inasmuch as goals are

general and broad, they often will apply to an entire program's popu-

lation. "To help clients to he.more skillful in making decisions

and solving problems," is an illustratiOn of this. It applies to

virtually any client. But not all goals are applicable quite this

generally; part of the task will probably become one of developing

a set of goals appropriate for different age groups, These may be

divided simply into elementary and secondary levels; into primary,

elementary, junior high, and high school; into youth, adult, and

elderly; or broken down in some other way more useful to your set-

ting. But some consideration of ages and target populations is

needed when developing goals.

Example Activities and Products involved in

Developing. Client Performance Objectives

Goals resulting from the preceding set' of activities will be

general and abstract. Objectives are narrower in scope gnd more

specifid. They are stated in a way that is measurable and quanti-

fiable; therefore, they help you to determine if you are reaching

your broad goals. Each behavior should also have a specific target

group, should include the conditions under which it will be meast.r,d,
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and should have specific criteria defined for acceptable perform-

ance. The result of putting these parts together is a complete

objective.

Activities that initiate the Developing Phase of this chap-

ter's systematic planning-evaluation model entail tasks such as the

following:

1. Determining client outcomes,

2. Writing client performance objectives that include outcome

statements and thtee other ingredients,

3. Using available banks objectives.

4. Sequencing objectives according to the developmental

skills,alf target jopulations and domains of behavior.

Since the first activity isfundamentalto the others, we have decided

to focus on it for further discussion and illustration,

Determining Client Outcom4s

Writing objectives requires you to think of performances of

your program's clients which indicate that a goal has been reached.

04e,oL,the first problems you will encounter in going from goals
-47

to objectives is deciding what types of performances you wish to

include.

Many attempts have been made to classify human behavior and

educational objectives. Benjamin Bloom- (195 and Krathwohl, Bloom,

and Masia' (1964) divide objectives into the '''cognitive domain"
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(knowledge), the "affective domain" (attitudes and feelings), and

the t:Psychomotor domairo. (uhvsical skillq). Frank wpllmAn. (1QA7)

uses three domains (educational, vocational, and social.) and three

functional leveld (perceptualization, conceptualization, and gener-

alization) within each. The California State Department of Educa-

'tion, in its recent attempts to set forth a model, had renamed these

functional levels "awareness," "accomodation" (internalization),

and "action." Each of these suggests the progression from encounter-

ing and understanding, through internalizing and accepting, '_(1

acting on the basis of the knowledge and attitudes,

AA
Presented on the next page as Figure 4 is a graphic illustra-

t on of the domains and levels defined in the California model.

ure 5 on the page following provides specific examples of the

types of outcomes this model's proponents believe exemplify it.

This model could serve as a useful framework for your outcomes (and

subsequent activities) if you have not already developed a prefer-

ence for another scheme. The material ,is taken from the California

Personnel and Guidance Association's Monograph 3, Accountability in

Pupil Personnel Services: A Process Guide for the Development of

Objectives, edited,by Howard Sullivan and Robert O'Hare (1971).

If you are already familiar with any of these classification

schemes or nd one kind of terminology easier to use than another,

act 'accordingly. But use some system. It will help in sorting ob-

jectives and understanding the interrelationships among them.
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Figure 5

Areas of Student Pevelopment Within Each Domain*

Educational Domain

Functional Level

Awareness: Awareness of the educational setting
Awareneav,of personal characteristics relevant

to the educational setting

Accommodatitin: Concept of self in the educational setting
Planning 'of work toward .achievement of ed47

cational goals

Action: Coping withlhe demands of the educational
environment .

1
Attainment of persona], satisfaction from ed-

. \
ucatibnal experiences . .

Achievement of success in pursuit of educa-
tional goals

Awareness;

Vocational Domain

Awareness of the world of work
Awareness of personal characteristics, rele-

vant to the vocational domain

Accommodation: Concept of self in relation to the world of work
Planning of work toward achievement of occupa-

tional goals ,

Action: Implementation of vocational choices
Achievement of personal satisfaction from one's

vocation
Achievement of success in'the pursuit of vocar,

tional, goals

*Adopted fromomWit-1 'man I Wi).
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Awareness:

Accommodation:

Action:

CIS

Social Domain

Awareness of social responsibilities, oppor-
tunities, and expectancies

Awareness of personal characteristics rele-
vant to the social setting,

Concept of self in a social setting
Planning of efforts toward the achievement of

satisfying and acceptable social relation-
snips

Coping with the demands of social groups
with which one is affiliated

Attainment of personal satisfaction from
social experiences

Achievement of success in the pursuit of
social goals

.0
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Guidelines for Writql Objectivesr..

Certain general guidelines can aid in developing a set of ob-

jectives. A performance or outcono is a behavior that will indicate

that the client has attained a goal. These outcomes must be related

to the goal. They must be significant, that is, something you

really want to know about this client, They must describe what the

'client will be able to do, not what others will do for the client.

Outcomes should also describe the end result, not the procedures or

activities the client will go through. They must be observable or

measurable. Therefore, you have to use action verbs in your Out-

comes in order to avoid the pitfalls of vague, unmeasurable verbs

swch as 'knowing," "realizing," or "understanding." These are dif-

ficult to observe and measure. The following are other examples,

of verbs that produce ambiguity and therefore should be avoided in

your outcome statements;

to_know
to understand
to really understand
to appreciate
to fully appreciate
to rasp the significance of
to enjoy

4 1 to believe
to have faith in

Action verbs are subject to fewer interpretations and are far

more useful in describing what clients will be able to do. The

following are action verbs that are useful in generating client out-

comes: VI;
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discriminate 'give evidence separate (group)
identify apply (use) design
recognize' make inferences relate
SOIL from compare how
classify Choose (from a contrast
match list) identify evidence
'distinguith

A
identify perform

compute appropriate list
calculate interpret draw
explain operate .organize
discuss define demonstrate
state record predict (e.g.,
construct describe reactions)
make write name

Note how ti-k action suggeated by each of these verbs answers this

question: What should a person be able to do to show that an ob-

jective has been reached? Such "acts" involve a performance that

demonstrates a skill, a knowledge, a personal or social behavior,

or-an attitude.

As you think of outcomes, it is important to consider the

developmental skills of the clients for whom the outcomes are

appropriate. Behaviors that give evidence of attainment of a

goal will vary with clients' learning experiences. If your pro-

'---gram has a goal that is appropriate for all clients, then you will

have to think of the outcomes appropriate for persons who have dif-

ferent developmental skills. These should not be determined

strictly by age level, as individuals at a given age or grade level

will vary in ability. They should build .on one another, tracing

a hierarchy from most basic to most adynneed performance. It is

at this point that subpopulAtimP, miNt I arefully considered.
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Individual needs and developmental skills vary a great deal, and

objectives must be differentiated accordingly to be of real value.

Think about what-each client subgroup can realistically be expected

to achieve. Match expectations to the real world. This is hard

work, but essential for.a practical, useful result.

An obvious question at this point is how many outcomes you

should generate for each goal?,'The more precisely and completely

the program goals can be spelled out in measurable objectives, the

more likely it is that they will be successfully achieved. How-

ever, if for each goal you were to write outcomes for clients at

each level of developmental skills for each domain, you would soon

have thousands of outcomes and consequently thousands of objectives.

This would be counterproductive to the purpose of writing perform-

ance objectives, which is tb give some clear direction to your

program. No pat formula exists for defining the exact number of

"blitcomres and objectives for each goal, but clearly you must set

some p ;iorities among possible outcomes. We encourage you to think

of as °ashy outcomes as you can, remembering that not all goals have

appropriate outcomes in all domains, or at more than one skill

level. Then prioritize and select the outcomes around which you

wish to develop complete objectives. To prioritize the outcomes,

think of the criteria mentioned earlier:

55
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1. Outcomes suet be observable and unambiguouse'

2.. They mat be relevant to the goal

3. They must describe what a client, not a
staff member, will be able to do.

4. They must be significant -- something that
is worth being able to do.

In selecting the outcomes around which you will build objectives,

remember that the program should limit itself to those outcomes that

it can reasonably and successfully manage. Try to select those out-

comes that are appropriate to the program, clients, locale, personnel,

and available resources. An important part of outcome writing is

developing those that will best fit your particular situation. If

this means having to choose a few from among many possibilities, the

best course is to pick a representative sample that fairly and ap-

,.

propriately covers the ground in question. In actual numbers, a

loose rule of thumb is to have from five,to ten outcomes per goal.

The best gauge is the considered judgment of the people working in

the situation in which the outcomes will be used.

Other Sets of Activities in to PlnuninrEvaluation Process

We postulate that if yod follow the segment.oefour sets of

-activities outlined above, the planning, development, implementation,

and evaluation of your program will be facilitated. However, we

encourage you to become familiar with subsequent segments of,this
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process that flow from the results produced by the above, activities,

These additional sets of activities ate briefly described below to

illustrate the summaries presented at the beginning of this chapter.

Selecting Alternative PrmemStrateFies

Knowing exactly what you want your program clients to be able

to do still
JV
does not give you aay plan for helping them actually 4,

do it. This set of activities moves from statements of ends to con-

sideration of means. Now that you have defined in precise, be-

havioral terms the outcomes and objectives for your program, you

need to think about how you can best help clients reach these ob-

jectives. Are the means you have used in the past the most effective?

Efficient? Practical? Have you considered the myriad of other

possibilities?

Specifying ProcessOblectives

Process objectives are analogous to client performance ob-

jectives in the sense that they spell out in precise behavioral

terms a more general definition. But they are different in two

ways. Firs t, they apply to the program and what it must do rather

than to the clients: Second, they spell out activities rather

than terminal behaviors and therefore represent means rather than

ends. When fully developed and organized; they form a plan of

action that defines all the things your program must do to help its

clients in the ways that you and they have decided are important.
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In additions they define who is responsible for each task and the

date by which it should be accomplished. In regard to assigning

'responsibility, they help you to match up ataff skills and interest

with appropriate tasks, leading to what can well be a happier staff

and greater program efficiency.

Developing Pro...grim Stiefi

In completing the two prodeding sets of activitiea you may

have identified some areas in which it would be helpful for your

rs
program/a ataff to have more fully developed or additional skills.

As ataff members grow into their jobal they can continue to seek

education and develop talents that can make their performance ever

more valuable. In this aet of activitieayou explore how to go

about locating and expanding such ataff development potentialities.

trying Out Activities and MonitoVeA EarlyAmplementation Efforts

Evaluation may be thought of in two. realms, formative/ and

summative. The latter deals with program accomplishments and at-

tainment of goals at aomething approaching an end point, looking

back over a substantial period of time (aa,f, a year or more). Forma-
.

tive evaluation refers to all the feedback mechanisms used as a

program progresses that detect and predict problems and help planners

make ongoing decisions to make -the program operate aa effectively

aa possible. Explori4 the ways to go about conducting effective
'A.

formative evaluation igdiudes deciding when it is and is not impor-

6 1
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In addition, they define who is responsible for each task and the

date by which it should be accomplished. In regard to assigning

responsibility, they help you to match up staff skills and interest

with appropriate tasks, leading to what can well be a happier staff

and greater program efficiency.

Develoging. Program Staff

In completing the two proceding sets of activities, you may

have identified some areas in which it would be helpful for your

program's staff to have more fully developed or additional skills.

As staff members grow into their jobs, they can continue to seek

education and develop talents that can make their performance ever

more valuable. In this set of activities you explore how to go,

about locating and expanding such staff development potenti ities.

Trying Out Activities and Monitorimg Early Implementation Efforts

Evaluation may be thought of in two realms, forMitive and

summative. The letter deals with program accompliihments and at-

tainment of goals at something approaching an tend point, looking

back over a substantial period of time (s a year or more). Forma-

t',"
tive evaluation refers to all the feedback mechanisms used as a

program progresses that detect and predict problems and help planners

make ongoing decisions to make t6e program operate as effectively

as possible. Exploring the,4aays to go about conducting effective

formative evaluation 1 dudes deciding when it is and is not impor-
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tent to s9llect information, how you go about doing it, and how you

make use of it when you get it.

Conduct, Summative Evaluatlons 40,12itt.7%,Irgact. :Studies)

As the titles suggests, two key kinds of information are sought

in this type of program evaluation: the program's impact or what

it has achieved, and how much it costs. Whereas in formative eval-

uation the focus is on the individual parts of a program, here the

interest is on the entire program. Decisions are still oriented

toward how best to improve the program; but hard choices about elim-

Q
mating parts of it may be dictated by the results, and-a longer

range view is required. This set of activities emphasizes how to

design such evaluations and carry them out, and how to use the re-

sults Jan making important decisions.

Communicating Evaluation Results

If you have carried out the preceding activities successfully.,

you will have a well-designed and evaluated program. But no one

may know about it--a situation that is more than a cosmetic concern.

Other staff members, administrators, politicians, parents, and

clients all play a vital role in decisions about human services .p

grams. You can make effective use of your evaluation report w th

all of these groups. This set of activities entails three ce tral

concerns: decisions and the data they require, audience charac r-

*

istics, and resources available for producing the report. It no
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o

only explores variations that can occur in the report conte t. for-
.

mat, and level of sophistication, but also investigates a var ety

of techniques that will improve any report,

,-.)11AaS11

This chapter briefly reviewed a fundamental segment of a

systematic, planning -evaluation model and process. This segment

entails conducting desired outcomes assessments, performing current '

status assessments, establishing program goals, and developing

client performance objectives. It is our firm belief that this

segment covers a critically important portion of the comprehensive

model and process introduced at the beginning of the chapter.

These activities Are ones that invariably areieither ignored

by program planners and developers or are quitkly glossed over.

The results are human services programs with ill-defined goals and

"objectives," with an over-emphasis on delivering services for these

ambiguous purposes, and with an impossible design for any type of

meaningful monitoring and evaluation. No wonder such a paucity of

solid accountability evidence exists concerning the effectiveness

and efficiency of many social action and educational programs.

A major problem in ensuring that such a systematic program

planning-evaluation model and process is tried and tested is the

lack of progiam staff skilled in its philosophy and techniques.

6
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There is need for comprehensive, well.planned approaches to in-

service education that focus on t technical and professional

skills necessary to implement such itiodels. Such approaches should

be structured in close coordination with preservice education of

human services personnel who are then able to develop competen-

cies useful in producing identifiable, agreed upon client outcomes.

It is to respond to this problem *hat inservice staff develop-

ment is currently being developed and field tested at AIR. At the

same time, plans are underway for articulating this educational

effort with preservicylactivittes. The aim of'this staff develop-

ment is to provide the deliverers of human services with skills

necessary to effectively plan, develop, implement, and evaluate

social action or educational programs. This approach is discussed

further in Chapter III.
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Building on the systematic planning-evaluation model add process_
summarized in Chapter II, this chapter addresses the issueof
helping human services personnel learn the knowledge and skills
they need in order to employ that approach. Philosophical as-
sumptions basic to the type of staff development 'recommended
here are briefly reviewed. Fundamental competencies on which
this staff development focuses are listed. The nature (i.e.,
objectives, format, activities, and expected outcomes} of the
learning process is summarized ani illustrated. Finally, gene-
ral conclusions from recent pilot tests of this educational
approach are stated, as are problems that accompany its imple-
mentation.

Chapter III

Developing Staff Skills for this
Planning-Evaluation Model and Process'

Assumptions Basic to this Staff. Developme*ARproach
.4

Through the pilot and field tests of this and other staff devel-

opment activities, we have painfully learned the importance of both;

making explicit the assumptions on which our design and implementation

IF
activities have been founded and stating these at the beginning of

any presentation. In this.way we do not take these assumptions for

granted and our audience has an opportunity to review and.cHallenge

them, if they s!o desire. Such is, the purpose of this section.

Assumption 1: The delivery of human services needs to be improved '''-- -

More specifically, we believe there is a need for more Compre-

hensive systems of guidance, counseling, placement, and follow-through

in a number of settings (e.g., schools, colleges, community service
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;enters, correctional rehabilitation institutions, employment ser-
i

1

Vices). For school settings this need was well documented byt an

AIR study completed during the 1972-73 fiscal year'for the Unitia.

States Office of Education's Office of Planning, Budgeting, and

Evaluation (USOE Contract 10EC-0..72-4980. After surveying the

4ation to find effective guidance, counseling, placement, and follow-

up programss for non-college-bound youth, and producing an evensive

literature preview (over 150 pages)\a final report,land 13 case
lq.

studies, we:concluded that programs h not yet begnr realized to

meet the needs of such youth. Further, .specu ated on the direc-

tion that should be taken by future attempt at improving such
.

. .

services;

If -guidance systems are to be realigned ,to m et.genuin4 needs

of youth as conceived by the authors'there i a majOrineed for
rigorous program development. The potential to conduct such
develppment and evaluation requires explicit, cl rly defined,

and measurable program objectives and an accurate no ledge ol.

the Oractical and political ttozhtext in which judgme t roncern-
ing pchievement of these objeCtives must be'made. n Oats
genefrated by a program must be: correlated with these objec-
tives,'as specifically related to the behavior of membe s Of
the target population; collected accurately; pregerited i an

'easily interpretable form; and provided in time to be uses by
decision-makers at all levels with a means to evaluate cos
benefits and costseffectiveness. (Ganschow, et al.., 1973,
p.5-25.)

The vigorous program improveient called for in the above statement

1.

imp1les the need for ,systematic planning-evaluation process such

-as;ithe oneoutlined in Chapter II.

6u
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Assumption 2: Those human services that focus on influencing the
.1 °

career development of their clients should focus on a broad aefini-

.

tion of "career," one that is more synonymous with ;'life."
- -

Rather than define career simply as vocation, we view it more

broadly as a life-development process which involves all the impor-

tant elements in, an individual's growth toward whit s/he would like

to be: The six elements that we include within this broad 'concept

r of career are listed and defined on page, 44 of. Chapter II., In this

context, career development entails many aspects ge life besides

those related to school and work decisiOn-making.

.

Assumption 3: Manypersons engaged in thede4very:Cf. human serviced

presently lack_the_planniug and evaluation competencies heeded for

effective prownlinat7erritl and should 1,..-Ye:co!pefenty-basad'

staff development assistance, 'Staff developmenCnEtetpting to de-

.

liver the required competencies is therelote needed.,;

We use the terms "competencies" and "skills" interchttliably...

Theistaff development approach on which we have been ;working attempts
,.

to go well beyond the cognitive and attitudinal leyeib emphasized
4

.

in many conventional instructional, programs. for human services per-
.

sonnel. We concentrate on the actual skills and behaviors such per-,
. .

-sonnel require in order to develop and aelivercomprehensive services.
%,-

'Such skills tiaveto be operationalized by ottseivabie performance

preferably ones that can be evaluated by:the successful production

O
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of a product having measurable relevance for practical settings.

Assuq.tion 4; Insufficient informatioa has been available for.^.-- r s

gene rating the type of competency -based staff develovuentsmatsted

above.

Until recently no concentrated efforts had been made ,to imple-

ment activities outlined in the following process:

1. Identify geper-ic and situation- specific tasks that human

service4" personnel perform in practical settings (i.e.,

conduct a task analysis).

2. Specify competencies (initially stated as desired outcomes

for such personnel) needed to perform these tasks(i.e.,.

conduct a competency analysis).

T: Select and design assessment strategies by which such

competencies can be measured. What performance-based

assessment techniques exist, what techniques are presently ,

under development, and how can they best be. adapted?

Such techniques must assess the skills each participant

has, the one s/he needs to develop, and those s/he wants

to acquire and practice (i.e. , competency assessment).

Design and evaluateperformancs-based instructActl

quences

se-

:_ materials and strategies) that pro-,

vide learning experisences appropriate to the competencies

selected.



5. Determine how.to evaluate the effectiveness of the staff

development.

6. Pilot test, revise, and field test" the staff development.

Then, revise it again before integtating it into regular

pre- and in-service training sessions.

7. Validate the competencies produced by using experimental

and quasi-experimental designs appropriate for determining

the relationship between human services competencies ac-

quired and client improvements made.

8. Conduct data analyses to determine what staff development

techniques are most suitable. What kinds of problems cm-
.

monly arise, and how might they be avoided or corrected?

9. Conduct evaluations by selecting appropriate criteria for

assessing the success of the staff development series.

Provide for the formative evaluation of the staff develop-

ment used.

These are the areas'to which we have been devoting our research and

development energies over the last three years.

Assumption 5: Thereis a.geoeF1 need, far more innovative and

systematic educational...procedures for develasing timanan services staif.

For example, in the area of counselor development,several

studies have suggested that counselor-effectiveness may bear little

relationship to traditional counselor education programs, both pre-
.

()J
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service and in-service (Joslint 1965: Engelkes and Roberts, 1970).

In fact, some counselors and counselor educators claim that the re-

lationship is more negative than positive (Carkhuff, 1968; Island,

1972).

Cash (,972) challenged counselor educators tO review their edu-

cational nrocesses and to revise them, if necessary, to focus on

program output. Counselor educators have been encouraged to specify

in operational terms their instructional objectives and performance

criteria. "Without specifically formulated behavioral goals, the

accountability of a counseling curriculum is highly suspect (Horan,

1972, p. 16)."

New ways of learning and teaching are urgently needed in pre-

,'
and in-service counselor-education; this is our fifth assumption.

Counselor educators have been criticized for not making greater use

of innovative programs and designs from new educational technology

such as instructional objectives and modular packaging (Koran, 1972;

Brauer and Springer, 1971). While the professional literature in

education and. in guidance has been highly supportive of the devel-

opment of learning objectives and implementation of competency-based

programs, few operating programs are in existence. Of those counsel-

or education programs that have developed a comprehensive series of

learning objectives, few have used modular packaging as a delivery

system for educating counselors to use this type of information.

ti
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We committed ourselves to developing a staff development approach

that is relevant to all human services personnel, not just counselors,

and is: (1) systematically planned and organized, (2) individual-

ized and personalized to learners' needs and characteristics, (3)

objectives-based, (4) built around coordinated instructional modules/

kits, and (5) sequentially organized on a continuum of increasing

complexity of learning outcomes.

Assumption 6: There should be articulation of transportable staff

development across pre- and in-service settings.

The discontinuities between pre- and in-service learning ex-

periences have became more apparent in recent years. Competency-_

based learning can remove some of these discontinuities if it is

tailored to skills that practitioners require in order to perform

their job tasks better. As noted above, conventional staff develop-

ment has not concentrated on the specification of job activities,

competencies requisite to them, and instructional procedures design-

ed to promote such skills. If these information needs are resolved,

pre- and in-service learning experiences can be coordinated by.an

agreed-upon set of competencies, expressed as measurable objectives.

To maintain its usefulness, such staff development must not only

be applicable to pre- and in service settings, it must also be

structured so,it can be administered in places other than where

it_was developed and by persons other than the developers. Perhaps

rf
1
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at least 75% of each learning component should be transportable.

Assumption 7: There must be...hothindividualand_institutional com-

mitment if human services are going to be improved.l

In many ways, this final assumption emphasizes factors that

are well beyond the control of a staff development approach. How-

ever, human services personnel should learn to recognize the impor-

tance'of these factors and have at least some preliminary skills

for dealing with them. These factors involve system or institutional

constraints that inhibit program improvement. Institutional open-

ness to change and willingness to allocate resources that will fa-

cilitate program modifications are difficult to ensure. When it

comes to challenging entrenched authority or ingrained behavior,

many reforms go a-glimmering. The influence of such attitudevcan-

not be ignored; these factors must be identified and, if possible,

dealt with as early as'possible in the program improvement cycle.

'Focus of this Staff Development Approach

As stated in the preceding section and in Chapter II, the staff

development approach that we have been developing and researching %

focuses on the competencies human services personnel exercise in or-

der to'plan, develop, implement, and evaluate their programs.

Figure 6 on pages 71 through 77 presents a condensed version of the

knowledge outcomes and skillq ilowe initially identified as

1



particularly conducive to implementing all segments of the systematic

program planning-evaluation model and process described inlibepter II.

Notice ti;keit within the Implementing Phase, general counseling skills

;needed for individual and group counseling a1\included.

That domain of competencies is followed by Figure 7, which dia-

grammatically summarizes the preliminary set of modules that we have

selected to provide staff development in high priority skill areas

of the planning - ,evaluation model. There are 12 modules, the length

of each averaging about six hours, or the equivalent of a one-day

workshop. Thus, this approach can take anywhere from one to two-and-

a-half 'Weeks. A coordinator is required to lead discussions, pro-

vide feedback on activities, and evaluate participants' responses

to test items. A written guide is provided tb help coordinators

implement these tasks. More specific details on the nature of all

parts of these module packages is provided in the next section.

7 ,3
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Figure 6

Domain of Competencies

Orientation of aComprehettive Approach to Program Improvement

Explain to another person the comprehensive approach to
program improvement.

Explain the advantages of the comprehensive approach.

Explain how competency-based learning in this series is
related to using the approach.

Indicate what competency-based learning, if any, is relevant
to self.

Phase Planning Programs

Defining Philosaphy.i. Purposes and Target_ Groups

Define the philosophy and purposes and designate the general
target population(s) of each program being planned.

Assess the current philosophy related to human services, and
the current planning approach used; and, if necessary, work to
develop an environment conducive to the implementation of the
comprehensive approach.

Develop an approved, written statement of the philosophy and
arposes for which each program will be designed.

Develop an approved, written description of each program's
target population(s).

Assessing Current Cont.ext_and Programs

Design, conduct, and report an assessment of the current
context in which each program will operate.
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Develop an approved, written summary of all assessment data
collected on the general characteristics of the context in
which each program will operate and the current status of
learner-related outcomes related to both system needs and
society needs.

Develpp an approved, written summary of all assessment data
collected on human services currently available in the
target area. Such data should include statements of current
services provided, outcomes those services try to help
prograi recipients achieve, and the number qtpersons served.

Assessing Desired Outcomes

Design, conducts, and report alleassessment of desired outcomes
for program consumers in the target area.

ldentifying Needs WritinA Goal Statements and Outcomes
Communicating, and. Evaluating, Decisions and Activitiescr- . , ,

Integrate data on current and desired programs in order to
develop an approved, written statement an high and low-
ranking needs and wants of program recipients in the target area
based on learner needs, and school system and society needs
derived from'empirical.data.

Produce an approved written summary of sequenced goal,state-
ments and student performance outcomes for, each proposed human
services program.

Identify all audiences that should .receive communications at
various states of program improvement, their communication
needs, media appropriate to their characteristics and needs,
and'a dissemination schedule.

Evaluate and report (in the appropriate dissemination

documents selected above) the effectiveness, efficiency, and
desirability of decisions And activities conducted during
this'phase of program deeign.

Phase 11; 34evelmiag_programs.

Specifying. Immediate program Participants and Objectives

Select each program's participants and specify program objec-
tives related to the current status of each participant's skills.

7'1
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Develop an approved, written summary of all assessment data
collected on the general characteristics of the context in
which each program will operate and the current status of
learner-related outcomes related to both system needs and
society needs. *

/Develop an approved, written summary of all assessment data
collected on human services currently available in the
target area. Such data should include statements of current
services provided, outcomes those services try to help
program recipients achieve, and the number of persons served.

Assessing sired Outcomes

Design,.conduct, and report an assessment of desired outcomes
for program consumers in the target area,

Identifyingpeedsl Writinj Goal Statements and Outcomes
Communicating and 6.ilUatins.Planang Decisions and Activities..
Integrate data on current and desired programs in order to
develop an approved, written statement on high and low-
ranking needs and wants of program recipients in the target area
based 'on learner needs, and school system and society needs
derived from empirical data.

Produce an approved written summary of sequenced goal state-
merles and student performance outcomes for. each proposed human

services program.

Identify all audiences that should, receive communications at
various states of program improvement, their communication
needs, media appropriate to their characteristics and needs,
and a dissemination schedule.

Evaluate and report (in the appropriate dissemination
documents selected above) the effectiveness, efficiency, and
desirability of decisions and activities conducted during
this phase of program design.

Phase II: Developing Programs

Specifying Immediate Program Participants and Objectives

Select each progtam's participants and specify program objec-
tives related to the current status of each participant's skills.
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Produce an approved, written description of the general
characteristics of persons from each program's target
population(s) who will receive that program.

Develop an approved, written set of objectives (including
specification of the target persons; directly or indirectly
measurable desired outcomes; conditions for testing, training,
and/or real-life performance; and standards of performance)
for each proposed program planned for immediate implementation.
(Program objectives probably will reflect different develop-
mental orientations at the various learning ability levels of
program. participants but should be smoothly articulated across
these levels.)

Design, conduct, and report criterion-referenced assessment
of the current status of each program participant's skills
to determine her/his placement in the program.

InvestigeLlu. Selecting., and Developing.Prosram Procedures

Identify alternative procedures for helping learners achieve
appropriate objectives, and select and develop procedures for
each program.

List all available and possible strategies and procedures
that can be used to help participants achieve objectives
which are relevant to their needs in each proposed program.

Produce an approved, written description of selected pro-
cedures for helpingoarticipants achieve each proposed
program's objectives.

Communicating and Evaluating Program Structuring Decisions
and'AcfivirIes

Disseminate appropriate communications summarizing products,
progress, and problems resulting from the decisions and
activities of this phase of program development.

Produce for each communication audience dissemination
products summar4zing each program's desired outcheles;,
objectives, participants, resources, and procedures in
order to elicit ideas and support for subsequent field tests.

Evaluate and report (in the above dissemination media) the ef-
fectiveness, efficiency, and desirability of decisions and ac-
tivities conducted du ing this phase of program development.
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Phase III 4 IggleMttimM,para

Stating Procedural Objectives and Implementation Strategies,1 A ( - A

State procedural objectives and implementation strategies
for each program and obtain clearance for the field test
evaluation, schedule, and costs,

Develop an approved, written description of the tasks which
must be performed to implement smoothly and effectively the
proposed field test(s) of each human services program. The
description should list: (1) general tasks {written as pro-
cess objectives) that program implementers should accomplish
to ensure that participants in the field test sites have o
portunities to meet their performance objectives; (2) more VV
detailed tasks briefly outlined as implementation strategies;
and (3) learner process objectives that describe activities
participants will perform to achieve performance objectives
in their Programs of Studies,

Design, pilot test, and revise a support system (computer-
free,, computer-assisted, or computer-monitored) to handle
data on participants, characteristics and performance.

Pro e an approved, written description of field test costs
a rationale that describes the evaluation design, proce-

ures, and schedule, and lists instrument specifications for
ssessing the extent to which participants in the field test

s te(8) achieve their goals and objectives.

Selec Program Staff and Initiating Staff Development

Activities

Identify, recruit, develop, monitor, and evaluate professiOnal
and paraprofessional personnel who can implement the proposed
field test(s).

Design and conduct analysei of the tasks that must be,per-
formed to implement successfully each program in the field
test site(s), and analyses of the competencies needed to
perform these tasks.

Identify those tasks that can be performed by humans and those
that machines can best provide, and then design and implement
procedures for assessing the qualifications of Available human

and machine resources. a

I
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Select human and machine alternatives capable of supplying the
needed competencies and identify options that need further de-

---velopment in order to attain satisfactory task performance,

Develop and/test the desired machine resources as well-as col-
lect, create, and pilot test competency-based 'staff development
packages and train those personnel who do not have the compe-
tencies they will need. Training could be provided in many com-
petency areas. For example, staff members should:

Relate effectively (language, rapport, respect, fair-
ness, support) to learners, parents, and other program
personnel.

Utilize: (1) existing instructional' packages or
units; (2) tests, (3) various counseling approaches
(e.g., client centered, existential, Gestalt, psycho-
analytkc, rational - emotive, transactional analysis,

and parent-teacher effectiveness); (4) specific
strategies (e.g., use a problem-solving process to
help clients meet their heeds; help clients acquire
and apply decision skills; demonstrate personal-
social contracting techniques; engage clients in
role playing and behavioral rehearsal activities;
assist,clients'in self-assessment processes; help
clients acquire and apply behavior observation and
analysis procedures; help clients learn and practice
self confrontation; trait clients in relaxation and
desensitization techniques; employ rewards, punish-
ment, and extinction prindiplea with clients and
self; and assist clients to aciluire and use self-

, management and self control skills); and (5) explore
varioua.techniques for group counseling and guidance.

Analyze key factors of the institution (learning
enviroment, relationship to the community, resources,
requirements, strengths, and weaknesses) and their
relationships to human services programs.'

Be sensitive to contemporary problems. (drug, racial,'
sexual) and traditional problems (family, academic,

- social skills).

Design and Implement a staff and machine monitoring.
evaluation, and renewal process to ensure that imple-
mentation tasks are performed effectively.

78 .
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Preparinvpield,yestStes

Prepare the field test site(s) and conduct and report process
evaluations of implementation activities.

Prepare site(s) that are equipped with the materials and
resources needed to implement each program in the field tese(s).

Implement each field test - program as described in its process
objectives and analyze limited, if.any, negative side effects.

Conducting, Communicating and Applying Results from Process
Evaluations

Design and conduct ongoing process evaluations of the effective-
ness, efficiencyo and desirability of program implementation
decisions and activities; report the results of these evaluations'
to appropriate audiences; and make decisions related to subse-

t quent program implementation based upon them,

Phase IV: Making Decisions Based
on Program Costs and Impact

Conducting and Reporting Summative Evaluations

Design, conduct, and report product evaluations t\assess the
impact of each human services program implemented in the field
site(s).

Determine if participants have satisfied their needs aftelr -
they have participated in the field test program0).

attriboted to the effects of the field test program(s).
Determine if the satisfaction of participants' needs canlbe

/1

I/
.

Determine any unanticipated effect,: Ippsitive and negati
l

e) of i

;
,the fi.'ld test program(q) on partiorpants, staff, parent , and
Ilv, liold i( ,,i 4..qiitir.,

)

,
!
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Conducting and _ispoy9.n1CnIstlfficiency. Evaluations

Design, conduct, and report quasi-experimental or true experi-
mental studies that identify the most cost-efficient procedures
and programs for helping learners achieve their career planning
and development objectives,

Conducting and Reporting Coet.Atenefit Evaluations

Design, conduct and report cost-benefit studies to assess the
imOact o field test program(s) in the light of long-range

and social considerations as well as changing human, sys-

and societal needs,

pmunicating Costs and Impact Data

gakedecisions related to necessary future human services and
,chanties in field-tested programs, and communicate these decisions

'land ;their rationale to appropriate audiences.
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Nature .of,...'this, sto.F.Development qfiyo_ach,

.The - topics of our initial 12 staff developmept modules. are

listed in Figure 7. Central to these topics are the staEemeni6'

'

of each module's behavioral outcomes, just as statements deseribing
, .

desirable client outcomesare central to the human services pro:

grain.

Expected Staff Development Outcomes

The outcomes that participanp are expected to aqiie4e througnl

this staff development apProach are summarized below by module.

Module 1 - Career Development 114Ory_. Participant expected

outcomes include the Oillties to;

1.. 'Identify current practices in four career guidano
program that reflect each of the eight -career or' -

rvocational development theories.
. 1.

2. For each theory, list at' least one additional activity
you would consider adding to your program.

3. State the assumptioni upon which your current
guidance program is based.

4. Ptoduce a written plan which, when implemented, will
result in a statement of the philosophy and assump-
tions underlying the career guilianceprogram you will
develop through the course of these modules.'

."
_

Module 2 -"Program Development Model. Participant expected

outcomes include 'the abilities to:
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1. List at least three common guidance problems to widc%
the approach described here can help provide iolutiops%
I

2. Describe the essential characteristics of tne career
.guidance program improvement approach discussed in the
nodule, and list several of its advantages and disad-
vantages.

4 .

3. List the essential skills to be developed in this
staff developnent program.

4. Identify the skills you want to develop in the staff
development program.

Module 3 - Assessing -Desired Outcomes. Participant' expected

put coves inclylde the abilities to:

1. Thderstand and state the value of assessing the
desired outcomes of a program.

Specify the tasks and considerations in assessing
'a program's desired outcomes.

3. Perform basic skills involved in assessing a proms
gram's desired ol4cOmes, including:

s

a. `Defining the population(s) and selecting
/t° the fample(s).'

N____,----43-r-4Seiecting/developing assessment instruments. k)
c. Administering instruments.
d. Summarizing and translating data into

desired outcomes.

4. Develop a plan for defining thedesired outcomes of
your program.

'-'

1

Module 4 - Assessing -Current Status. 'Participant expected out-

comes _include the abilities to:

- -
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1. Define "current status assessment,'! state its empha-
sis, and explain how it fits into the needs assessment
process.

2. State the human, financial, and technical resources
of a guidance program.

3. Adapt and/or use an instrument for determining how
resources are being used currently.

4. State what techniques are available fpr sessing
current status.

5. Review and select instruments, and items from instru
ments, for assessing the current status of stu
according to appropriate criteria.

6. Produce a plan for assessing the current status
your program.

of

Module 5 - Establishing Needs and Program Goals. Participant

`expected outcomes include the abilities to:

1. Define the phrase "program goal" and give an example
of one.

2. Identify program needs by comparing desired outcome
and current status information to determine the
discrepencies.

3. Draft goals for a program based on the program needs
and other relevant information,

4, Classify' goal.t, into a useful ovurall scheme.

5. betermlne pri r i t i f Jie g, .1s -c a program.

r i 1 ; 4.1,1 I . 1Iport ant in evaluating
r. .r1 tqr t44, A4 ,,t !,44 r ,$) planning
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7. Produce a plan for developing program goals for
your program,

IP Module 6 - Specifying Learner Performance Objectives. Parti-

cipant expected outcomes include the abilities to:

1. State the reasons for and. importance of-writing
career guidance student performance objectives,

2. Write an outcome stating an identifiable performance
for a goal statement.

3. Write, or select and modify, a full objective for
an outcome, Each such objective will contain the
four components of a good objective.

4. Produce a sequenced list Of all objectives pertaining
to a given goal statement and target population.

5. Proditce a plan for developing student performance
objectives for your program.

Module 7 - Selecting Alternative Program Strategies. Ilarti-

cipant expected outcomes include the abilities to:

1. Write a definition and give three examples of
guidance strategies.

2. Write a §et of your criteria for considering alter-

.. native strategies for guidance objectives.

3. State your decision rule for-selecting a strategy
to use to reach a guidance objective.

4. Producea plan for selecting program strategies
at your school.

b a
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Module 8 Specify ilk g ProcewObjectives. 'Participant ex-

-..\

pected outcomes inclu'ae the abilities "to;

-1. List the advantages of writing process objectives.

2. List process objectives that must be performed in
--order -to- ilmpIeuteat-a-s4Agoa -64-ra448Y

-

3. Assign staff members to carry out process objectives
by mat king available staff skills with needed
skills t accomplish the objectives.

4. Schedule process objectives by use of PERT and by
use of timeOkask, and talent analyses.

f5. Incorporate pr ess objectives into planning a tivi-
ties at your sc ool or district.

Module 9 - Developing Program Staff. Participant expected

outcomes include the abilities to:

141.
I. se the Skills Checklists to write staff develop-

ement objectives.
3

2. Create your own staff development strategies by
combining available sources of help with possible
delivery methods.

3. Use the criteria suggested in this module and/or
your 'own criteria to select staff development
strategies suited to your school or district.

4. Outline the planning and implementation tasks that
would need to be completed in your school or dis-
trict to carry out a given strategy.

5. Map out a plan for developing and administering
your own staff development program.

bV
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Module 10 - Trying Out Strategies and Activities. Participant

expected outcomes include the abilities to;

1. State the primary purpose of carrying out preliminary
activity tryouts and describe at least two kituatkms
in which such pilot testing is useful, and two in
which it is a waste of 4ime.

2. Verify the internal logic of a planned career guid-
ance activity, given a written description of such
an activity covering its goals, student performance
objectives, and process objectives,

3. Develop a relatively accurate estimate of the cost
of implementing a career guidance activity.

4. Develop measures of attainment of the process objec-
tives of a career guidance activity, given a written
description of the activity and its process objectives.

5. Develop relatively objective, reliable, and valid
measures of the outcomes of a career guidance activi

6. Develop a plan for trying out activities and monit r-
ing early implementation efforts at your school

Module 11 - Conducting Summative Evaluation. Participant

expetted outcomes include the abilities to:

4

1. State the purpose and value of conducting a
summative evaluation.

MY

2. Select an appropriate evaluation design and sample,
given an evaluation situation.

3. Select, adapt, or adopt appropriate measurement in-
struments, given.particUlar evaluation needs.

4. List the major considerations involved in admini-
stering evaluation instruments.

1
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5. Propose appropriate methods for processing, analyzing,
and presenting evaluation data

6. Identify important considerations in determining
cost effectiveness.

7. State appropriate decisions based on evaluation re-
sults, given an evaluation situation.

8. Map out a plan for conducting a summative evaluation
of your progr .

IliModule 12 - Cammunicatin on Results. Participant

expected Outcomes include the abili to

1. Explain bow content, format, and level of sophis-
tication can vary in an evaluation report.

2. Choose content, format, and level df sophistication
appropriate for: (a) decisions and the data they
require, (b) audience characteristics, and (c) re-
sources available for producing the evaluation re-
port.

3. Specify how to use simple, logical organization in
preparing evaluation reports.

4, Specify how to use concise language in evaluation
reports.

5. Specify how to use clear, accurate presentation of
data in evaluation reports.

6. Specify appropriate methods that contribute to an
interesting, attractive presentation.

7. Tailor your writing and presentation of data to be
appropriate for (a) the decisions and data needed
for them, (b) audience characteristics, and (c)
sources available.

88 .
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'8. Identify the reporting considerations for your own
situation and develop a plan for reporting evalua-
tion results using communication strategies appro-
priate to the considerations you have identified,

Module Objectives and their Purposes

Each module has a set of objectives that incorporate the parti-

cipant outcomes listed above and serve at least three purposes. First,

they direCt the module design and writing activities. The module

developers do not begin their detailed work on content until its ob-

jectives have been agreed upon and stated in the most measurable form

possible at that point in the development sequence. Like any behavior-
,

al objective, each staff ment in the set must have four parts; (1) an

indication of who should be able to perform the objective (that is

easy in this case, since it will be the staff persons experiencing

the module); (2) the outcome those persons will be able to performs

if they achieve the objective (two types of outcomes, knowledge and

skills, are listed in the preceding section); (3) the conditions

within which such outcomes, will occur; and (4) the standard(s) that

will be used to judge the adequacy of the performance. With blue-

prints shaped around such objectives, module writers add reviewers

can direct their efforts ak the precise content that will help users

accomplish these aims.

8U
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8. Identify the reporting considerations for your own
situation and develop a plan for reporting evalua-
tion results using communication strategies appro-
priate-to the considerations you have identified,

Module Objectives and their Purposes

Each module has a set of objectives that incorporate the parti-

cipant outcomes listed above and serve at least thtee purposes. First,

they direct the module design and wring activities. The module

developers do not begin their detailed work on content until its ob-

jectives have been agreed upon and stated in the most measure a form

possible at that point in the development sequence. Like any beh

al objective, each statement in the set must have four parts; (l)

indication of who should be able to'perform the objective (that is

easy in this case, since it will be the staff persons experiencing

the module); (2) the outcome those persons will be able to perform

if they achieve the objective (two types of outcomes, knowledge and

skills, are listed in the preceding section); (3) the conditions

within which such outcomes will occur; and (4) the standard(s) that

will be used to judge the adequacy of the performance. With blue-
4*

prints shaped around such objectives, module writers and reviewers

can direct their efforts at the precise content that will help users

accomplish these aims. .
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A second purpose of module objectives is to serve as guidelines

for the learning experiences of the participants. Each module's set

is presented in simplified form early in the module. At that point,

participants are encouraged to study the objectives closely to deter-
,

-iiniVEVAT-they Are'expected-to accomplish .in that module. After

reviewing the list, if they decide they already have achieved those

aims, or are not interested in working on them, the workshop coor-

dinator helps them explore and engage in other staff develOpment op-

tions. If they agree that some of the objectives are appropriate

for them, they are encouraged to direct their attention only to the

module sections that deal with those selected. Since a complete

statement of one objective can be lengthly, a list orsuch state-

ments can be unnecessarily frustrating if it is one of the first'

things participants encounter when they begin a module. Therefore,

the simplified versions presented at the beginning of each module

omit the criterion standards used to assess participants' perform-

ante. These'criteria are provided in a Coordinator's Guide that

accompanies each module. Workshop participants interested in re-

ceiving these standards before they proceed, or during their work

on a module, ask their coordinator to share the set with them.

A third purpose of each set of module objectives entail eval-

uation. One of the concluding elements of each module is a Perform-

ance test to help participants and coordinators determine what

JU
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objectives have been achieved as,welias which one require addi.r

tional attention. This type of 'evaluation ik strongly learner..

based. The objectives can also help the developers,of

-rials and procedures evaluate which parts are working; and which

te-

ones. need further modification. In addition, these objectives can

be used to evaluate tie long-term effects of the staff development--

results that occur after the workshops and _that may be different

from the immediate effects measured'througk module testa.

Module Objectives .Examples

Two types of objectives, and their component outcomes, are

employed in the staff development modules, The first, knowledge

objectives, are the ones on which conventional in-service approaches

generally focus, if efforts are made to state explicit predetermined

objectives fox them at all (which is usually not the case), It'is

the second type,, objectives, that is the distinctive feature

of Our staff development. As implied earlier in this chapter, AIR

personnel Identified critical tasks that experts felt educators

needed to perform in order to plan, develop, implement, and evaluate

hod= services programs effectiveli, the,competencies that

e4ucatorg required for ,tilere,:.11,01v rhpco tasks were spe-
.

cif ied. Next, re 1.11.4 eompvionci es; v41-4, geniljp041 4"0 module-
.

CO1111 be ob .31t1.1441 I r 11 1, t 1.,;() st f.1.10. tI 13.1.11

.4..

I. Of .blil .1 (-.. 1 . .111,41 111 y-ised
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objectives that each module develOpment team could then use to

.direct their design and writing activities.

The skill type of objectives outlines the most important

participant outcomes that'each module attempts to achieve. file

knowledge "adectivesSunstiaTize-seleCted-corrittve-mrtcomes-Orar-

are prerequisites to the performance of these competencies. Four'

examples of such knowledge objectives and the modules in which they

are found are as follows:

Module 4. Define "current status assessment," state its emphases,
and explain how it fits into the needs assessment process.

Criterion: 'The de1finition should state that the current
status assessment 'determines what a program is and ,'has (what its
resources are and how they are used). The desire outcome
assessment determines what an ideal program would e. The

discrepancy between:these defines the need.

Module 5. Define, the phrase "program goal" and give an example

of one.

Criterion: The definition should state.t at goals are
general statements of program outcomes. They re not specific

and behavioral.
A feasible goal should be presented. It should'meet the

six criteria defined in the module:

- Be at an appropriate level of generality.
Be focused on students.

- 'Be written in clear, direct language.'-
- Be directed to an outcome, not a process.
- Be suggestive of the ',meg of outcomes to which /

it will lead,
1Wlect the underlyin-philosophy and theory intended.

92
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Use your judgment in evaluating the example, The last criterion,
for example, may be hard to satisfy in a given objective,

Module 6. State the reasons for and the importance of writing
career guidance student perforthance objectives.

iridiaFte-ChaE

writing student perfoemance objectives helps structure learning
in the program, and facilitates the evaluation of the program.
YartiCipants may also indicate original ideas or locally
appropriate point's.

Module 8. List the advantages of writing process objectives.

Criterion; Advantages listed should include the fact
that thep help you to clirify your thinking, replicate the
project, report on the project, and manage the project.

In the 12-module series on which this chapter focuses,. a com-

petency objective is either an enabler or a terminal type. All of

them entail skills that can be operationalized by observable per-

formances, preferably ones inditated by the successful development

of a product having measurable relevance for practical settings.

We have attempted td concentrate on helping participants internalize

skills that are generalizable--ones they can use in practical. set-

tings outside the instructional and testing settings provided by the

modules. Module 6, for example; contains three competency-based

objectives that serve as enablers for the more important fourth,

and final, skill. These three are;

,



. Writ an outcome F tating an identifiable performance for

a g statement`

Criteria;

four criter a listed in Activity 1, ak follows:
The exampl provided by the participant must meet

041
Are the o comes observable performances or behaviors?
Are the v bs primailly action verbs? -Ate the out-
comes sub ct to few interpretations?
Do theo comes actually give evidence that\he
particip t has reached the goal?
Is the b avior in the outcome an important or g-

nificant one? Is it worth knowing about?,'
Do the tcomes describe what students will be able
to do, not what will be done for students?

If any participants fail to meet these criteria, point
this out and have them keep working until they can write
acceptable examples of outcomes. Each participant must
write three correct outcomes in each case.

2. Write, or select and modify, five full objectives from

outcomes. Each objective will contain the three compo-

nents of a good objective.

Criteria:
Each of the objectives individually written in

Activity 2 must:
Indicate the'audience to whom it is addressed.
Specify the conditions under which it will be evaluated.
Indicate the criteria necessary for success.

If any participants fail to include all these parts in
their objectives, point out what ones they .are omitting and
have them keep working until illey do complete five accept-
able objectives. II MAV h Imolul to have participants
help each other.
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3. Produce a sequenced list of all objectives pertaining to

a given goal statement and target population.

Criteria:
This outcome is measured three times within the module::

twice in one ofthe activities and once in the postassessment:
In the former instance, two lists of jumbled objectives must
be organized and fit into classification schemes, and the

correct answers are contained in the criteria. On.the post-
assessment a scheme must be described, a rationale for it
provided which is reasonable according to the coordinator's
judgment, and a set Of objectives previously drafted by the
participant arranged within it.

The skills involved in the above three statements are crucial to the

construction of measurable objectives that are developmentally se-

quenced. However, the module attempt; to help.participants to further

and state such objectives for their own programs. Since participants
4

will not conduct needs activities' in their educational settings until

after the workshop, they do not have the input data they need to write

their program's objectives when 'they complete this module. Therefore,

they check theft, terminal compelltence with their workshop coordinator

after producing a detailed plan for exactly how they will state their

objectives later, The terminal objective related to this competency

in Module 6 is as follows:

4, Produce a plapldr developing student performance ob-

jeetive; for )tour program.



Criteria;

The time,and task analysis produced should outline
the tasks under each of the. major headings listed, assign
responsibility for each task to someone, and set a Com-
pletion date for each task. In addition, the plan should
be reasonably;

Logical - do the tasks flew in logical sequence?
Thorough - is it detailed enough to be helpful?
Feasible - is it not too detailed to be burden-

.

some? are the times allowed for the tasks rea-
sonable?
Fair - are'the responsibilities assigned equitably
and fairly?

Module Format

The design specifications of our modules have evolved through

.4

pilot (preliminary, small group) and field (more intensive, large

group) testsin which we have been involved over the last two years.
A

Each module is CompOsed of a package of materials including: a conA

summable module booklet for the participant, a reusable guidebook

for each workshop coordinator working with participants on that

module, and.suppext materials (e.g., filmstrips, textbooks, journal

articleS, sample tests and assessment instr4ents) referenced to

various sections and objectives in the module. E ch coordinator's

*reguide contains definitions of the workshop leader's les and func-

tions and Provides infortriltion hylpfol to the performmwe of those
1
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Each participant's booklet begins with a section that (1) in-

troduces the general'goal and specific participant outcomes of that

module; (2) outlines the activities covered by the module, theapp_rox.------/-

imate time that should be allowed for each activity, and th!ev.

outcomes keyed to each activity; (3 illustrates how the content of

this module fits into the camprehen ve program planning-evaluation

model that serves as the fo at n for this staff development series;

and (4) provides a glossary defining important terms used in that

module.

The four remaining sections includes (1) the main text for

in-depth reading interspersed with both questions for group discus-

sion sessions and practice activities; (2) a postassessment, criterion

test for performance feedback to each participant; (3) the aforemen-

timed personal application that encourages participants to apply

their acquired knowledge and skills to problems in their 1°011 set-

tinge; and (4) an appendix of materials helpful throughout the

module,'including an optional simulation_description for discussions

of real life application of the skills; additional readings/materials

J7).
related to the module's topic; and bibliographic descriptions of

key references related to the module's content,' Participants' book-

lets range in length from 40 to 80 pages, with an overall total of

approximately 800 pages for the 12 modules.

9
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Format Examples

The table Of contents displayed in Figure 8 on the next page

illustrates how the above specifications are integrated with the

content to form the participant's booklet for Module 6, For that

same module, Figure 9 on page 97 indicates how the participant is

apprised of the various module sections, the suggested time intervals

for eachoactivity, and the relationship between those activities

and that module's five outcomes.

93
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Figure 8

Table of Contlats for Module 6

INTRODUCTION

Module .Goal and Outcomes

Module Outline --v.

TEXT

d.ma .....

..... .....
Model and Module 6 ....,..

Glossary ...... .--,,--..-.-f.-- ............

Why Write Objectives

Discussion of rationale

Determining Student Outcomes

Types of objectives

Specifying outcomes

41(M.O..

1.11.111

ONkm MI III.

Activity 1 -- tiatermining student outcomes -----

Producing Full Objectives

The audience -e

The behavior -L--

The conditions --1-
----.. .4. -

The degree -----------... ----
)

Discussion of factors in objective writing

Activity 2 -- Proiucing full objectives

Using Available Banks of Objectives ......

Sequencing -

Disct4ion of segoencing and using, objectives -----

Activity 3 Sequencing objectives

POSTASSESSMENT .

.APPLICATION

APPENDIX

Optional Group Simulation Description

References

9J
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Approximate

Time

1 hour

. Figure 9

Module Outline for Module 6

Outcomes

Introduction 1

. Group activity based on module°8
goals and outcomes, The coordinator
will explain the structure and pur-
poses of the module. Questions and
discussion included. Tape-slide
presentation.

3 1/2 hours Text

1/2 hour

Presentation of the important infor-
mation related to writing objectives.
Discussion sessions and practice
activities interspersed.

Postassessment

Assessment of your acquired knowledge
and skills.

1 hour Application

Planning for the use of these
abilities in your own setting.

100
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Two other participant.book4et sections that probably should

4

be illustrated are the practice activities that follow theisliort

reading topics in the text, and the personal application that serves

as the important conclusion to each module, Figure 10 on page 100

provides an example of one of three activity exercises contained in

Module 6, It asks workshop participants to practice analyzing and

writing student objectives. For that same module, the two pages of

Figure 11 (see pages 102 and 103) illustrate how we use the "Appli-

cation" section in each module to encourage participants to apply

the skills they acquired to program development problems in their

own school situations. Th3 coordinator for this module assesses

participants' completed products of this personal application.

This assessment process determines the degree to which they have

demonstrated the terminal skills of the module, provides construFtive

feedback to help them bring their performance to an acceptable level,

and certifies when that level has been attained and all module ob-

jectives have been met. A

In-Service Pilot Tests

During the 1974-1975 school year, this staff delopment apprOach

was pilot tested in a three-day workshop setting with 16 counselors

from the San Francisco Bay Area. At the Baum time, the 12 modules re-

ceived a professional review from staff members In the Guidance Divi-

sion of the California State Department of Education, as well as five

98
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national experts in the field of guidance, counseling, placement,

and follow-through. The purpose of thispilot test and professional

review was to collect feedback on each staff development module and

the overall workshop procedures (e.g., participants' selection of

modules, coordinators' roles, module testing activities). The in-

formation collected was then used to mtie improvements in all mate-

rials apd procedures so that extensive field tests with larger groups

and more detailed follow-up evaluations could be_scheduled for late

summer,.1975.

Abe results of thest trial attempts,were essentially positive.

However, sufficient constructive reactions were obtained to warrant

a major revision. We classified these criticisms into two categories.

/be first group included the conCOrns participants had relating to

this type of individualized, competency-based, staff development work-

shop. This was a novel experience for them and not one for which

they felt well-prepared, from the standpoint of both knowledge and

motivation. The second category of concerns focused on the delivery

system we used in the workshops. The materials needed to'be more

palatable to the participants and more self-motivating. To respond

to the first category, we decided to devote more effort interviewing

potential participants before the beginning of the workshop and then

orienting those who want to participate and are selected. This ad-

ditional effort wollidattempt to (I) convey fully the advantages

102
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Figure 10

Activity 2 - Iroducing Full Objectives
(Module 6)

As a group, determine if any of the four components are missing

in the following "objectives," After each statement below, write "A,"

"B," "C." and/or "D," depending on what is missing. -itrite, "None" if

all the components are present.

1. The tenth grade student will have an awareness of tht

changes in sex stereotypes in occupational choices.

2. To be able to describe the difference between an abiAltir

and an interest in a written paragraph which will be

evaluated by the teacher.

3. When given a list of occupations, all third grade students

will be able to identify those which are service occupations.

4. In a 15- to 20- minute interview with the counselor, gradu-

ating seniors will be able to deVcribe their plans for the

first year out of high school. Each senior must indicate

to the counselor's satisfaction that s/he has carefully con-

sidered available alternatives for post-high school educe-

tion and training.

For each "objective" above which is missing one or more compo-

nents, rewrite it (as a group) to include all components.

s



Now, working individually, write an objective for each of the

following student outcomes.

1. in her/his own words the difference in working

conditions s/he observed in different parts of the plant.

2. ...is able to select two persons from history and discuss

why s/he would like to emulate them.

3. ...can identify most' occupations in the community.

4. ...can state important self-characteristics.

5. ...can select important criteria of job for own satisfaction.

For each of the objectives, underline the audience or target

population once,"the test conditions twice, and the degree or criteria

three times. (The behavior or outcome will not be underlined.)

i 0 .1
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Figure 11

Application for Module 6

You are now ready to map out a plan for applying the skills you

developed in this module to your own setting. Thinking of the sections

of the module and the questions you have discussed, consider the tasks

that must be accomplished to,generate and sequence student performance

objectives for your program, the person who should be primarily respon-

----
sible for each task, andlthe date by which the task should be done.

Since student performance objectives must be written 'after the goals

have been established, and before strategies for mee4ng the goals and

objectives are deteriined, the dates you choose must ioordinate with

those set for other program planning tasks. If possible, this exercise

should be done under the direction of someone from your district who

would be good at taking charge of this effort and who would like to do

it. Use the chart on the following page for listing your tasks, the

people responsible, and the completion dates, The major headings are

already noted on the chart, Use additional paper as needed.

102 .
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Tasks

I. Establish in the necessary people the
motivation to specify student performance
objectives for the career guidance
program

(more space is provided in
the participant's booklet
for each of these sections)

II. Determine student outcomes for the
program.

1

III. Produce full objectives for the
student outcomes.

.IV. Establish and use a sensible
sequencing system for the
objectives.

1-

1
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Responsible



and disadvantages of the program planning and evaluation model that

this set of modules stresses; (2) identify our staff development

assumptions, and, convey them to participants befoie the selection;

(4) explain just how much hard work is involved and the kind of com-

mitment that this staff development approach demands; and (4) ,select

highly motivated participants.

On the -other hand. the following major actions are being taken

to revise module format and content to effect an improved delivery-
,

system:

1. Edit each participant booklet to make it simplier and ,

more .stregmlined.

2. Produce an imptoved Module:2, relying more on a'taie-
slide introduction, verbal presentations and discussion;
and less on reading,

3. Change the - format to have smaller sections of reading.
with each followed by a brief discussion period and the
activity pertaining to that section.'

4. Change the preassessments into outlines of.each modqler
useful as pre-reading aids.

5. Modify the simulation so that either a hypothetical
case study is available or participants can use their
own school setting for the discussion..

6. Spread the taerciees through the text, leave in only
essential ones,, ersonalize them where possible; and
call them activities. ./

7. Move the discusston questions relating bo participants'
.

awn setting in the Application section to the appropriate
section of reading. Leave the task of mapping out a
plan for using the skills in the preseht Application.

67
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and disadvantages of the program planning and evaluation model that

this set of modules stresses; (2)identify our staff development

assumptions, and convey them to participants before the selection;:

(3) explain t how much hard work is involved and the kind of com-

ml t that this staff development approach demands; and'(4) select

enighly motivated participants.
On the other hand,:the followi4i major actions are being taken

to revise module format and content to effect an improved'delivery
.

system:

1. Edit each participant booklet to make it simplier and
more streamlined.

2. Produce an improved Module 2, relying more on a tape-
slide introductic%n, verbal presentations and discussion,
and less on 'reading.

3. Change the format to have smaller sections of reading,
with each followed by a brief discussion period and the
activity pertaining to that section.

4. Change the preassessments into outlines of each module,
useful as pre-reading aids.

5. Modify the simulation so that either a hypothetical
case study is available or. participants can use their
own school setting for the discussion.

6., Spread the exercises through the text, leave in only
essential ones, personalize. them where possible, and
call them activities.

7. Move the discussion questions relating' to participants'
own setting in the Application section to the appro ate
section of reading. Leave the task of mapping out
plan for using the skills in the present ApplicatiOn.

67
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8. Make the Glossary more accessible, expand this where
necessary.

9. Improve layouts of all materials, Add boldface type,
and boxes. Use color coded pages for discussions and
activities.

DD. Thoroughly edit all modules to eliminate jargon, lighten
the tone, and clarify the style.

11.. Add more examples, summaries, textual humor, and cartoons.

12. Segment, expand and professionalize the tape-slide.

13. Make fuller use'of coordinators in conveying the basic
idea of each modules:

4

The above,69dtfications are being implemented to ensure better prod-
.

ucte for thelield test scheduled in late summer 1975. We believe

the pilot test and professionfl review helped ms provide an improved

\b./
staff development approach for this set of modules and for any sub-

.

sequent pre- and in-service stiff work we attempt. Hopefully'', other

educators of human services personnel will be able to profit from

our learning experiences, too. /A few of the recommendations we would

make to these educators are summarized in the next section.

Recommenclailons to aff.DeVelopers

Many of the pitfalls we experienced undoubtedly are not unique

. -

to this type of modularized, cpmpetenCy-based-staff develoin4nt ap-

proach. Because'we believe that we have leerned some generalizations

that would apply equally to your staff education setting, we ekpress

st'
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them as recommendations for your consideration:

it is important that participants in such workshops re-

ceive an early orientation to the purposes and procedures

of-the subsequent training experiences.

Each module should be short and succinct.

Reading should be kept to a minimum,

UnnecesA4,0argon should be eliminated.

Preassessmetit activities should be carefully designed, if.

used atalA,. .rne miewe used to help participants deter-
, .T

mine their knowledgs levels before they started mayor module
c

activities were tod specific to the module content and were

too frustrating&ince participants $uvariably could not

answer the queecitas correctly.

Similar caution should be adopted if simulation activities

are included. We used them to help participants practice

theii skills on a predetermined practical problem for which.

correct solutions could be developed. However, they seemed

too "canned." Participants were more anxious to practice

on their own school probleZlreq on Contrived examples.

All relenced materials should bf easily integrated into

.

e/
/

-

, the participants' booklets so that access to them is not

r:' too cumbersome and confusing.

106-



Personal application exercises should be spaced throughout

each module. Initially, we placed these applications at

the end of each module. However, we learned that this de

layed the too long, Participants wanted to apply their

modUle competencies to their own school settings much

earlier in each nodule.

Problems with this Staff Development Approach

Even after reading the preceding section, in case you still are

not convinced that this approach does not involve major problems, we

decided to conc=lude this chapter with a brief.revtew of some of the

more critical issues with-which we continue to battle. These issues

are not ones for which we can make general recommendations at this

`tkinee-as we have done in the above section. However', we summarized

these conceits'here because we think they have general relevance to

any staff development ptogram. In additiOn, we hoe their discussion

_1611 facilitate the planning activities of other researchers and

educators who are exploring similar staff development alternatives.

The mosvnagging concern we have faced throughout all aspects

of our research and development in this area entails participant mo

tivation. Most of our participants to date have experienced our

approach in an inservice setting, Our current perchtions are that

many suctpersonnel are accustomed to staff development activities

ti

e.",
. . a

h u
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in which they (1) do not have to be too actively involved,/ (2) do

not hive to work too hard (3) can be entertained,/by powerful speak-

ers and glossy audio-visual and printed materials, (4) can spend a

lot of time talking in group discussions, (5) have few reading and

ik
product develdpment tasks requested of them, (6) can follow workshop

leaders who assume a controlling role, and (7) are not accountable

for increments in the workshop performance.

As we hope it is obvious from the preceding sections of this

chapter, the delivery system of our staff development approach con-

tradicts most of these preferences, This approach attempts to en-

gage participants in a learning process that emphasizes: (I) indi-

vidualization; (2),learner responsibility for personal growth;

(3) more independent, self-instikctional activities than many par-
r

ticipants desire and are accustomed to; (4) participant generation

of specific products that will have transfer 101ue.,to their practi-

cal settings after the workshops; (5) few didactic presentations

and lectures and more reading andself-study activities; (6) a

facilitator, rather than a leader, role for workshop coordinators;

and (7) performance assessment of gains participants make in their

knowledge and skills as a result of these learning experiences.
I

Needless to say, we have experienced motivational problems with

many of our participants. In response, we have; modified our delivery

system as much as possible co that we can maintain the learning
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principles in which we believe. At the same time, we are committed

to a mission of trying gradually to change participants' staff develop-

111\

went expectations to more specific, measurable, and higher goals than

they have adopted in the past.

A related problem with our delivery systemiis the amount of

participant instructional time it requires. This type of modularized

approach reinforces individualization of learning experiences to the

needs and characteristics of learners;-but because it is designed and

evaluated on the basis of measurable objectives, it also requires

that participants receive specified learning resources to achieve

agreed -upon performance levels,. The instructional materials and

procedures have to "deliver." Therefore, participant time for ex-
*

- -

posure to appropriate learning experiences'becomes a very important

ingredient.. We began with modules that necessitated ten to fifteen

hours.of learner time. Even though, as was mentioned in Chapter It,

we have triedto extinguishsall attempts to present our program plan-
,

ning-evaluation model as a lock-step series of sequentially related

activities, we have had to deviate from this goal in our staff develop-

mint. Ne.know that participantiwho are beginning their experience

with this model must first be exposed to certain f4ndamental con-

cepts before they work on some of the more sophisticated skills.

This meant that each participant agreed to take three or four modules,

The total time commitment became impossible in many human services

112
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settings. As a result we have reduced the module time for the

typical participant; the average time is now six hours per modUle.

However, for in-service education we continue to ask each partici-

pant to commit to at least three modules. Therefore, this staff-

development approach is not feasible for human services personnel

who cannot devote at least four days of learning time to the process.

A third problem also relates to motivation and time issues.

This entails participants' reluctance to engage in evaluation acti-

vities aimed either at helping them assess changes in their perform-

ance levels or at assisting us to improve the staff development

materials and procedures. Usually, they have been more supportive

of the second evaluation purpose than they have of the first. A

central concept in our approach is a dedication to specifying in-
,;

structional objectives and measuring progress toward them. However,

many of our participants have tilt shared that dedication, Some of

them seemed to have felt threatened, particularly by any preassess-

ment activities intended to help thgm assess changes in their perform-
.

ance. They were demeeinized by their entry, level'assassment results

and frustrated that our items were tailored fa too closely to

module content. As a result, we have abandpned the preassessments

and are focusing more attention on criterion-referenced evaluations

at the end, and after, the workshop, Other participants, anxious

to emphasizelearhing,aperiences that had immediate application to

1 iT
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their practical job settings, felt that evaluation activities diverted

them from this main purpose. We have therefore reduced the number and

extent of the evaluation instruments and procedures but also have re-

. affirmed our dedication to trying to stimulate participants to adopt

more positive attitudes to the aims, process, and results of the eval-

uation of any staff development approach.

The most important aspect of evaluation of our staff development

is the measurement of changes in participants' competencies. Solid

criterion-referenced evaluation requires that skill-basedobjectives

be assessed by instruments and activities that ask participants to

demonstrate their performance of competencies outlined in those ob-

jectives, and the products-that result from this performance. Because

our approach stresses the acquisition and practice of competencies

fat are transferable beyond the staff development setting into each

4 participant's practical job setting, pencil-and-paper measurement

items will not suffice. Indeed, we gave up our earlier emphasis on

assessing each participant's competence in solving contrived problems
Ce

through simulation experiences. One reason for this change was

participants' concern about the artificiality of the simulations and

their preference for more personally relevant assessments. We are

.

now concentrating on the personal application plans described earlier

in this chapter, and post workshop follow -up evaluations of the

degree to which such plans are implemented- However, this tactic

114
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incurs the participant time problem again and is expensive to conduct.

Obviously, we have not completely resolved our competency evaluation

problem.

The final issue entails our desire to produce staff development

training that is equally appropriate for pre - service and in- service

settings. Thus far, most of our efforts have concentrated on in -ser-

vice education. However, we are fully aware of some critical issues

involved in generalizing our staff development approach to college

and university programs. Same of the strategies that need to be

worked out include:

1. Strategies for conducting task' and competency analysis

for determining generic hu

2. Strategies for condu

determine:

service skills.

ompetency assessments to

a. what students to adMit to human services education
'at the graduate and undergraduate level.

b. how to develop 'individualized programs of study
tailored to the interests and needs of each
student accepted.

3. Consistent procedures and formats to be used by all depart-

went members in the competency training of these, students.

4., Strategies for performance evaluation,of student progress

on individualized programs of study.

5. Strategies for changing state credentialing requirements
14

to be compatible with a competency-based certification

112'
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model developed through such an educational program.

6. Strategies for implementing information Management ser-

vices to supp t such competencyased learning.

7. Strategies fo follow-up evaluation of the job perform:.

ance of grad tes and, therefore, the human services

4 educational rogram.

8. Maintaining ecurrdht task and competency analyses to

ensure that such programs focus on competencies

appropriate to practical settings..

We do not expect to solve these issues without a heavy commitment,

'Ibut we do anticipate working on them over, the next few years..

Summary

This chapter reported the procedures and results'of our recent

attempts to develop, pilot test, revise, and field test a' competency-
/

based staff development approach. Different components'and products

used in th s staff development alternative were illustrated. This

approach aims at helping human services personnel acquire and prac-

tice'identifiable knowledge outcomes and skills they need in order

to plan, develop, implement, and eval.uate'social action and edua ion-

al programs by employing the systematic model and process bri ly

reviewed in Chapter II.

Also discussed here were recommendations for improv g this staff

1.16
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development approach, as well as unresolved problems involved in its
,

implementation and evaluation. Possible solutions to these problems

were suggested. The need for integrating this type of in-service

staff education with pre-service programs was discussed, as were ob-

stacles that may hamper such articulation attempts.

The next chapter addresses the.need for client programs that

are compatible with'the Chapter II pianning-evaluation model and

the Chapter III staff development approach. Example strategy and
4

materials used in a small sample of such programs are presented in

summary form. Resource persona who can provide further information

are indicated for each program introduced.

Kz
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This chapter deals with the process of selecting and developing
guidance and educational activities for clients. The process con-
stitutes the Bawd phase, Program Development, of the systeiatic
planning-evaluation model introduced in Chapter /I. Some existing
client programs are described as examples of this phase as out-
lined auntie 21. The programs aelected are only illustrative
and not exhauative.

Chapter IV

Using CompetencyBaaed
Client Strategies And Materials

Program strategies, materials, activiti9A and curriculum for

clients are mane to ends. They are meth,4s or procedurea for ac-

complishing certain goals or objectivev( Before you determine-w*

methoda or procedures to use with clienta (or what curriculum to

write or what materials to aelect), therefore, you shoUld preface

that decision with the planning-evaluation process detailed in the

last three chapters.

Consider, for example, the "counselors counsel" attitude dis-

cussed i1 Chaprer Individual counseling (one-to-one relationship)

is a strategy for achieving some purposes. It is a method, a pro-

cedure, an activity. It ia a means to au end. it is also what most

counselors are trained to dol it ia what they want todo; in fact,

most counselors feel it is thr "purpose" for being hired. In a\
sense, counseling becomes the ai, Oftenshool-baaed programs re-

flect this attitude in counseling endbooks. ,Typical statements

11 8
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read as follows:

"every student will receive individual
counseling"

. "each student will be counseled individually
at least twice every semester"

"counselors will spend-at least 50% of their
time counseling students individually",

Unless the planningrevaluation process precedes the selection

of human services strategies or activities, it is difficult to

determine their va.lue. In other'words, unless it is first known

what outcomes are desired, it is difficult (or impossible) to deter-

mine if counselors' individual counseling with'students is a valu-
e*

able use of time. Is individual counseling likely to achieve the

desired outcome? Is individual counseling more likely tOachieve

the desired outcome than are other methods? Does the guidapce staff
4

halie the skills to use other methods?

Selecting and/or developing activities for clients, therefore,

is part of a total process of planning, developing, implementing,

and evaluating. When human services personnel decide to counsel,

lead groups, present a curriculum, set up a career center,. provide

job placement or offer any services to clients, they are choosing

from a variety of possible strategies that they hope will accomplish

. -as

something. dbviouflyl'this decision (selection of a strategy) will

be more productive if it is based upon criteria more precise than

"hope" and "something."

Jij
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The previous chapters have described the need for and the 'skills

involved in developing thislrecision. Clearly established needi,

program goals, and perfOrminice objectives will define the "something

to be accomplished" and will make it easier to determine the likeli-

hood of success beyond hope. Nevertheless, selecting the "best"

strategy to use presents some other decision problems.

In addition to the questions already raised, as a program'de-

veloper you face an additional serious problem: In order to choose

a best strategy, yog must know about several' alternative "good"

strategies from which to choose. Knowing anumber of good.strategies.

is a major problem.

Today, many new strategies -are on the 'Smarket. These include

interpersonal techniques (human relations skills value clarifica

assertiveness training, etc.) as well as "packaged c rriculum" for

clients (programmed materials, multi media, etc.). lunselors, teach-

/
ers, and others also have written their in materials ,or have adapted /

/

published materials for their use. But even with greatly ylefined /-

/
purposes and objectives, a counselor may fail to ch ose a/certain

strategy or set. of materials simply becauserit is no

The rest of this chapter lists some sources: of

strategies and provides some details on ajfew example . (Those

services

strategies selected are onit- Illustrations and in no av are in-

tended to be an exhaustive li41 of resnur) 4hey have been

1 2 0
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tailored to ddents in s i settings; hotever, they lto-'ShOuld

pr a illustrat s fOr human services personnel wor14ing in other
' t

educati.: ,and social agencies. The examples and thli iist of sources
L

y help in knowing about existing guidance strategies-. They do not

help in knowing how to choose the "best" Strategy. Knowing how,to .

1

choose strategies and materials is a process that involves basic

skills and competencies that need to be added to those.discussed in

the first three chapters.

1

. 1

As a program developer, when you look for the means to achieve

the objectives of.a well-planned program, you would like to be abl.

to consider an array of possible strategies where the following kind

qAdata are available:

1, What outcomes does this urategy attempt to achieve?

2. What target populations does it serve?

3. What staff, facilites

,4. .What procedures are used?

ials and time are needed?

5. How well does it achieve the outcomes?

';b. Where can I find out more aboUt it?

Unfortuna,te0, strategiesiand materials for human services are

not normally researched, deiig./nesil and packaged in ways that"make

these answers easily'avall-ahle,to program developers. On the other
11

, -

and, the answers to many of these estions maybe idiosyncratic

tb your own:setting. Therefore, yo may need to find some answers

locally.

118
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iikew etsince a well planned program in a particular die-
%

tri or locale probably will require the development of "tailtrW-
i

made" strategies, some adaption, modification, and/or supple-

menting of published programs will, no doubt, be required. However,

what follows should be useful wh4n,you'reach the state of selecting

"strategies.

Several guidance strategies and sets of materials are discussed

as examples of human development programs that are available to edu-

r
cation and guidance personnel. 'Those selected for illustration are

examples of programs4g2ght be useful as means to achieving goals

and objectives in the general domain of career education and- career

guidance. As the end of this Chapter an annotated listing of resources

for additional suggestions is included.

Example Programs

Seven student programs will be reviewed. The following format

will be used in order to provide some uniformity to the review and

to help provide the kind of answers you and other program developers

will seek when selecting strategies. The resource person is listed

for eases where more extensive information about the total published

,program may be desired.

Overview,: What it is, intended target population, and materials

involved.
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Goals and objectives; The stated puiposes and objectives- -
examples when' available.

*

Procedures, methoddlogy' What is done, staff requirement, time
involved, and community involvement.

5Valuation: What rEsearch was:conducted; what results were
achieved.

Source of information; Person or ageIcy to consult for more
information.

111,

Life Careerpevelopment System

Human Development Services
a-

Overview

The Life Career Development System (LCDS) consists of six

.

interrelated comments that together mmite up a- dynamic progra of

career development. The LDS is concerned With the development of

the total individual and encompasses education, occupation, and

leisure time. Career decisions and plans are seen in this system

as life decisions and plans, and they are considered as an integrated

developmental sequenci involving the goals, values, plans and de-

cisions of the individual now and in the future. The program is

designed for students from junaor high school through college and

adult.

The six components are as follows' 1) nine career development

moduJe of student learning experiences; 2) a Facilitator's Resource

Bank; 3) a Participant's Tournal; ) nre- and post-evaluation measures;
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5) a facilitator's training workshop (required of eaders), and

6) a LCDS user communication network for sharinfi across the Country.

,

t,/ Goals and Objectives ----
/
I

Each of the nine career_ development modules includes a state-

ment of purpose, a list of broad goals ind a brief description of

the focus and activity for each sessl'on. This outline is listed be-

low for Mb le 4, "Expanding Options."

Purpose: The purpose of this module is to broaden partici-

pants' percept oils of the world of work by helping them to under-

r.

stand the yeas ehind the

evaluate Changing work val

rgence of new career roles, to.

develop increased sensitivity to

the social consequences of career choice, and to become more aware

of the wide variety of options available to them.

Goals: The main goals of this module are co help participants;

1. Increase their understanding of new career roles and
the reasons for their emergence in today's world.

2. Clarify personal work values.

3. Identify work values being expressed through new career

roles.

4. Become aware of and sensitive to the nature of resistance

to new career toles.

5. Develop greaten understanding of the sociaal consequences
of various work roles,

6. Broaden their thinking about the kinds of career options

available to them.

I
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Objectives: Participants will be able to do the following;

1. Describe six new career roles which have emerged in
recent years,

2. Identify four reasons for the emergence of new car
roles.

3. Identify two work values being expressed in two new
career roles. 1

4. Discuss ways in which their holding a specific work
value might enhance and enrich their lives' or/cause
them difficulties in the future.

5. write a letter of application for employme , incor-
-porating their reasons for wanting the pos tion-(their
values).

6. State three specific kinds of resistant which may
be encountered by persons entering'non- raditional
careers.

'7. List the possible social consequences of two work roles.

Procedures, Methodology

.

The LCDS is focused primarily ontfarticipant learnings and

outcomes. A four-step learning model is utilized which involves:

1. self-interest arousal regarding goals and objectives;

2. experience-based learning of life career development

tasks and Problems;

3. personalization of learning to participants' own needs,
values, and life style preferences;

4. behavioral try-out of new learning and competencies in
real line situations.

The six components of the system provide program dev rs or

leaders with all materials, instructions and even leadership skil

1
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training. These components are more fully ,described below;

1. Nine career development modules, Each module consists of

approximately six to nine 501ainute sessions comprising indivi-

dual and group structured learning experiences that may be
-,

used daily, weekly, in a concentrated unit, or spread over ,;"

semester or a year. til modules are presented by a trained

career development facilitator who coordinates the learning
, -

experiences of the participants.

2. Facilitator's Resource Bank. Each facilitator is provided

with a two-volume Facilitator's Resource Bank that gives 1) de-

tailed instructions for each module session, 2) warmisp exercises,

3) specific suggestions for use at differentge levels, and

4) enrichment resources. Worksheets are provided so that the

module handbooks maybe used repeatedly.

3. Participant's Journal. Participants compile their own

journals as they move through the modules, These provide an

ongoing record of personal experiences, reactions, and insights

as they experiment with new learnings and behaviors. _Journals

ere a useful vehicle for reference and for sharing new know-

ledge and discussing its implications with peers and parents.

4, Pre-post learning measures, Each participant responds to

anumber of situations before beginning the,modules and again

at the conclusion s a wa'y of measuring growth in knowledge,
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skills and attitudes. These pre/post measures provide fltdback

to the Individual participant concerning what sihs has

gained from the program, as well as group "assessment data"

useful to educational and community decision.lmakers.

5, Facilitator's training workshop. All career development

owe

specialists partidipete in a special training workshop which

familiarizes them with the module content and helps them to'

understand and acquire skill in presenting the various learning

activities of the modules to the participants. Emphasis is

given to helping facilitators acquire a basic conceptual ap-

proach to career development which is consistent with that used

in the modules.

6, LCDS User communication network, The LCDS has been and is

now being used in a variety of settings and with varied groups

acrdss the country.' To insure hat the experiences and ideas

of previous and present users are 9Ptimally utilized, a communi-

cation network of users has befi established that provides for

regular sharing of experiences. Through this ongoing sharing,

LCDS users have a chance to renew or refresh their approaches and

resources.

Evaluation
N

Participant feedback for local evaluation pUipR!es is provided

in the pre-post learning measures,
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LCDS is now in the process of being formally evfiluated,dbut

initial data seem to indicate that it is, an effective vehicle for

positive personal growth. For details of evaluation results write

to the person listed below:

Contact

Dr. Garry Walz
Human Development Services, Inc.
P. O. Box 1403
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106

Bread and Butterflies
. _

A Curriculum Guide in Career Development,

1974 Agency. for _Instructional Nelevision

Overview

This is a "project" in career development for nine- to twelve-

4
year-okds. The project includes fifteen 15-minute color television

programs, a curriculumguide, an in-service teachers' program, and

workshop materials.

Goals and Objectives . .

-f.

Eight broad goals are listed for the entire series of 15

programs. Each program has a lesson goal and a list of intended

student outcomes. The project goals and those for one prop-gm,

"Decisions - Decisions" are listed below.

Project Goals. The full implementation of Bread and Butterflies

(with its accompanying classroom materials and activities) will help

128
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students to:

1. Develop a clearer, more positive understanding of self-- -
their interests, abilities, values, and interpretations
of the events in their lives,

2. Exert greater control over their lives through decision-
making and planning.

3. Develop personal and interpersonal skills and attitudes
essential to success in school and work,

4. Develop greater respect for other people and the work
they do.

5. Develop a cleare concept of successful work behavior- -
the attitudes, sk lls, and responsibilities demonstrated
by successful peop e at school and at work.

6, Develop skills neces ary to gather, process, and act upon
information about sel in relation to a constantly
changing work envirome t.

Relate their immediate e eriences and decisions to
their evolving career dev opment.

See the connection between s \hool and the real world;
understand the relationship between what they learn in
school and the problems and activities outside the school.

LESSON #4 (Example lesson)

Decisions - Decisions

Program Goal

To help students apply the decision-makint process

by selecting and explaining a number of hypothetical

optrorTil--end_to help them discover factors that influence

decisions and possible present and future consequences

of given decisions.
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Example Program Outcomes

As a result of the lesson, s 4udent= should:

recognize that usually th y have to make
choices about what to do

be able to identify a process for making
decisions.

be able to project the possible consequence
of various options that affect a decision.

Procedures, Methodology

r

The programs offer brief dramatized versions of the key concepts,

while the guide shows how the congut can be translated into class-

room activities and related to curriculum areas, especially language

arts, mathematics, science, and social studies.

Suggested techniques (adult interviews, on-the-job observations,
r.

workers as resource persons, home projects, etc.) involve community

and"'School interaction. Applied learning- activities are also pre-
.

,.-
sented.

Evaluation

The project evaluation was conducted by the Educational Testing
040.

Service at Princeton, New Jersey, under the direction of Dr. Saul

Rockman of the Agency for instructional Television. In 1975 a

utilization research survey was conducted in Santa Clara County in

California. Bread and Butterflies was used as an in-service train-

ing activity for teachers.
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Most teachers view Bread and Butterflies as a angle class'

activity (81%) and 94; indicated that they either always (44%) or

often (50%) follow Bread and butterflies with a discussion or

further activity. The reinforcement activities related to Bread

and. Butterflies usually last 'Ass than 15 minutes, but sometimes

from 15 to 30 mdnutes. )61% of the teachers said they have the

teacher's manual for Bread and Butterflies, and almost all of the

manual users found it helpful'for using the series.

Contact

Agency for Instructional Televiiion
Box A
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

Career Education and Satellite TechnolosrDemonstrattien, 1974

The Federation of Rocky Mountain States Denver, Colorady,/-

Overview

This is a federally funded project to demonstrate the feasibility

and acceptability of a satellite-based.media!distribution system using

a variety of program materials in career ed4cation. .Fifty-six'junior

high schools in eight states participated. The progr consists of 71
-

video broadcasts (35 min es each), student bookie s, a teacher's

guide, ansi a series 1 16 one-hour broadcasts of in- serve) a pro's

for teachers.

Goals and jectives
4

The overall purpose of the program is "to provide the student
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,with the ski14,4eeded,tvmake powltive and to i 4ecisions aboutp
4 . .

- -

his or her education and career, based on solid self-kqowledge and

information about _the world of work." Each of the 71 Student broad-
,

casts has a goal statement and a series of activities designed to

achieve the goal. Twenty-eight-student objectives are also 'Jilted.

Following is a sample of 15;

Educational Goals of STD Programming

1. Student recognition and acquisition of decision-making
skills: collecting information; considering alternatives;
considering outcomes, risk-taking and probabilities,
strategies.

2. Student recognition of how assessment affects alternatives.

3.' Student recognition of many reasons why people work.

4. Student identifi ation of some of her/his aptitudes --------
as part of self-assessment.

5. Student identification of some of her/his temperaments
as part of self-assesiment.

6. Student exploration of many careers and some aptitudes,
interests, and temperaments needed for specific °coupe-
.tipnal examples from the following Dictionary of Occupa-
tiokel Titles (DOT) categories:

- Farming, Fishery, and Forestry Occupations
Structural Trades

- Technical, Managerial, and Professional Occupations
.

- Machine Trades /
,

.0

- Service Occupations
- Clerical and Sales Occupations
- Processing Occupations
- Bench Trades
- Miscellaneous Occupations

7. Student exploration of how life sty refefences can
affect career alternatives.
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''' booklets, teachers follow up with activities, discussions, and
0

M.

Student exploration of hjk training and/or education
affect career Iktemativest

- . 4

9. Studknt recognition of the concepts of occupationsl
mollflity and specialization.

10. Stuient recognition of interests as defiled by the DOT
and interests needed in specific occupations.

11. Student exploration of the physical demands and working
conditions associated with a variety of occupstions.

12. Student recognition of the history of unions and how
they work today.

13. Student recognitoni that social and cultural changes
affect employme

14. Stu4et exploration of self-employment possibilities,

15. Student exploration of the skills required to be a

knowledgeable consumer.

Procedures1 Methodology

Programs are broadcast every day to receiving classrooms via

satellite. Following the teacher's guide and utilizing the student

assignments. Regular classroom teachers participate and may use

as little or as much sdditional time as desired. The community is

involved to the extent that teachers follow the community-based

1I

activities 'suggested.

topics of the program include self-assessment, vslues and

strateOes in decision making, information about occupations in the

,, DOT, 14 ecoiogy/enviroment impaceon careers, unions, job security,

leisure, effetts of social and cultural changes on the world of work.
-
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Evaluation z
.. ,EvelpationAs now 'being /conducted on. both theuseo chnolog,

and the achievement of prog1am objectives. Field earth was

conducted on all aspects prior to the expeatim al ye, 1974-75.
.t., .

For informatip/ regarding the availdbilit ofevaluat on'results,

/
write to the person listed below, (-

Contact

Content Coordinator
Satellite Technology Demonstration
Federation of Rocky Mountain States
Suite 300 B
2480 West 26th Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80211

Decisions and Outcomes 1973

College Entrance Examination Boatd New York

Overview

This is a program designed to teach senior high and college age

students the skills of decision making, It is. packaged in the form

of a student booklet with a leader's guide. his version is a

follow,up,publication to Deciding, a similiar program for junior

high students.

Goals and Objectives

The content of the program is divided into three major units

or purposes:

134
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0I. The examination and recognition of p sonal value;'

2. 4 Knowledge and use of adequate, rell le information;

3. Knowledge and use of an effective sfOtegy for action.

Each unit is a series of exercises activittsp and discussions
'it

with its own purpose or objective. Some examples;followl

definitioft of what makes cis ns important

distinction between a good de ision and a good outcome

recognition of the imports
decision process

e of values in the

recognition of the relon between values and
behavior

precision in" "pfilnIglice-ttives

understanding of risk-taking in decision

information- collecting skills

utilising experience as information

predicting possible outcomes

Procedures) Methodology

This program is designed,as.a curriculum

making

be taught.in group

guidance or classroom sessions from short miniicoutses td full Semester

t

courses. A leader skilled in group leadershitis required.' Training

sessions for leaders are provided by the College Entrance E*amination

. Board.

The procedures inVolve,simulations, role-playing, group exercises

and discussions. Individual activities are suggeAted and other sources

13
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of group activities are cited. The student workbook is not intepded
.71r

to be a lock-step curriculum but a guide to. student activities. The

Leader's Guide provides precise directions for each exercise as well

as suggestions for adaptations.

Evaluation

"Feed back" activities, both formal and informal, are suggested

in the Leader's Guide as a kind of evaluation for leaders. Other,

9

more precise, evaluation measures would come from assessment of the

degree to which leader's objectives were attained. However, instru-

ments are included in the Guide for process evaluation4'middle and

early course evaluation and end-of-course evaluation,

Decisfons and Outcomes is built upon the success of Deciding.,

which was published and evaluated earlier. For ereporeof an evalu-

ation conducted with student users see "Students Evaluate Deciding"

by Gordon P. Miller, in Collesejoard Bsy.iew No. 86 1972.

Contact

Mr. Gordon Miller
Program Service Officer

1 College Entrance Examination Board

888 Seventh- Avenue

New York, New York, 0019

. %ow..
Adak*

1 0 6
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Career Guithak OnEkeMm_and Placement Guide
and Career asceil.66hithoai. iiMoCeises,074

-

-Me-Curators of tbe.pnivereitrolMissouri
isour i

Overview

Elements of an IllustrativeM:ogram- Guide is a systematic col-

lection of suggestions to assist lellders to develop aid Implement

career guidance, counseling and placementlirograms)

Concepts, goals and objectives and procedures for achie ing them

are discussed and outlined for grades KI-12. ChaptersI and- pro-
-

vide a rationale and a model for program development. Two ppendices

contain examples of goals, objective, sample activities an selected

resources. 4

Methods and Processes is a companion set of materials consisting

of two major components --a methods and processes guide and a_system-

atically organized series of teaching modules for grades K-12.

Goal* and Objectives

The Illustrative Program Guide speaks to the sequential rela-

tionships that exist between concepts, goals, objectives and acti-..

vities. These activities become the processes through which goals

and objectives are 1ttained. Object ves and activities are broken

down into age or grade levels:, K-3: 4-6, 7-9, 10-12. An example

of one concept is provided in the following Illustration:
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'Goal 1.3s

For indiViduals to be able to
communicate openly with others.

osa10.11=111
Deli. Goal 1.3:

For individuals
to understand
the value of ex-

pressinw. their

feelings in a
socially accep-
table manner..

Objective 1.31:
K-3

Individuals will
identify their
feelings in a
variety of sit-
uations.

Dev. Goal 1.31 Bev. Goal 1.3:

For individuals
to understand
the need to es-
tablish relation-
ships with
others.

For individuals
to understand
the role commun-
ication plays in
interpersonal re-
lationships.

to

individuals
to understand
the value of open
communication.

Objective 1.32:
4-6

Individuals will
identify ways in
which others are
able to help them.

Objective 1.33:
7-9

Individuals will
describe how they
react to the
verbal communi-
cation of others.

Objective 1.34:

10-12

Individuals will
de tribe how open
coaimunication

facilitates
interpersonal
understanding.

Activity:

Focus Kit
Stage One;

Awareness

Activity:

Interpersonal

Communication
Skills

Activity:

Peer Counseling

Li8
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The following is an example of objectives and learnseactivities

found in one module from the Career Education Methods d Processes.

The module is tntitled "Your Who, Where, When" and is for develop-

mental level 4-6.

_--
Learning-gequ.ence number threes

A. \-14bjectives.

The- learner will differOtiate between natural and crisis

events. The learner will describe himself or'herself in

terms of "happenings" and how he or she has changed through-

out fife.

B. Sequence Overview

The term "events" when used to designate an element of one's

career includes both natural events that make up the stages

of s life span and e, msy be considered crisis or

once-in-a-lifetime happenings. Within this module, atten-

tion is focused on awareness of time and change. The learner

will better understand the meaning of an event, or ocdurretlie-,

by looking at the ensuing effects--time; growth, change,

development.

C. Learner Activities

A record of our year -- a classr9om scrapbook-diary

Pitterns -- rhythmic movement, role playing, oral expression
1

4

What is a time line? -- interviewing to dev,lop a per'son's
time line of life

13J
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My own time line 4.m develop time line of my entire life

Procedures,,MethodoloAy end, Evaluation

Becauseothe Illustration Program Guftil is a collection orsug-

gested student activities designed to meet certain objectives, the

procedures and methodology depend on which activities are chosen.

0041
Activities range from teacher -led discussions to using the DOT, to

role play, peer counsettrigi community interviewing and post-secondary

placement procedures.

Evaluation procedures involved the revision of the Guide

through review by expert consultants from May 1973 to the present

publication.
mkf

The Career Education Methods and Processes student modules in

elude developiental learning activ ies based on the Career Education

Model described earlier. Methods i elude such activities and exer-

cisescises as infusing values clarifica on, creating and facilitating

classroom climate, discussion grout, role playing, and world of work

exploration. Since most of the modules are in the initial stages

of development, no evaluation data ire currently available on them.

Contact

Drs. Norman Gysbers and Earl Moore, Editors
One Hill Hall
University of Missouri-

Columbia, Missouri 65201'

ICU
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Baltimore Placement and Follow -up Program
TN-NN-

Case Studies in Practical Career Ouidance_Number 1,
'Juni 1.973t. Amer-fee-4 Oi" Ile ar ch-..

Overview

\Ibis program provides placement and follow-up services to all

graduates and drop outs in the cityjis public secondary schools. Cen-

tral office coordinators offer the service and make available a

variety of occupational guidance materials to students. About one

half (4,000) of the

sertcee and materials.

Goals and Objectives

tes and drop outs take advantage of these

rk-ftudy programs are an additional service.

The iProgram lists 38 a ms and objectives, phrased in terms of

what thk coordinators will do, For example:

1. To make students a re of the free service placement.

2, To assist students in vocational and occupational

information.

3, To assist students to make adjustments during their

initial job entry.

The student outcome e;14ered-is-that each parti4pant will find

employment commensurate with his/her abilities and intereats

Procedures, Methodology

Thrity-five placement coordinators are employed in the secondary

schools and education centers and by t4p central office. The central

staff is led by the iepartment Head of Placement who is supervised by

1 4 I
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the Supervisor of Job,Oriented Programs and Placement, The central

office staff also includes coordinators of 1) distributive educe-,

tion and food services, 2) apprenticeship programs, and 3) health

careers. Placement hai been an objective of the guidance division

in Baltimore site 1928.

Students are acquainted with services through assemblies and

closed meetings. /Many students also participate in job readiness

sessions taught by coordinators. Coordinators contact and work with

employers and develop close cooperation with civic and community

organizations. /

Evaluation

Yearly program evaluati reveals that approximately 752 of

students seeking full-time pl ement are placed, In 1971-72 there

were 3,626 full-time placements as a result of the program. In

addition, 2,417 part-time placements and 2,526 temporary and summer
---

placements brought the total number of placements that year to

8,569.

Every student is contacted at intervals of three months, six

months, and one year after placement. Follow-up with employers is

also conducted.
1

For sore information, entire case s udy report can be

f found in EducatioBal Resource orma ion Center (ERIC)

(ED 076 927).
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or write to

Department Head
Placement and Follow -up Progipmm..,
Baltimore Public Schools .

BaltimaT10aryland 21218

Job Develpment Program 1. Cleveland Public Schools.'

Case Studies in Practical Career Guidance Number 9
June 1973Anaric46-iisti-tutei-of Research

Overview

This is an alternative program offering guidance and placement

assistance to students seeking employment on completion of high school.

These students are non-college bound seniors

high schools. The program emphasizes:

1. - Guiding students to make decisions about the.tr

frok the five inner city/

career goals.

Assisting students to develop and maintain basic

skills needed for their career choices.
,

3. Finding jobs for/all graduates at the job-entiy

level.

Goals and Objectives

. .,

The overall goal 15 to assist inner city high school students

in finding gainful, full-time employment after graduation

The program provides:

I 4
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1. job development and placement service*

2. instruction. in seeking and getting a/job

3. orientation tiNthe world of work .'

2

4. vocational counseling.

5. referral to educational\nd training opportunities'

6. interviews with businesses

Counselors help students become:

1. less fearful in job interviews

2. more aware of their own strengths and weaknesses

3. more informed on job seeking ,techniques

4. more knowledgeable about the obligations and,/

responsibilities of employment

5. better acquainted with the world of work

6. more positive in attitude toward employment

Procedures, Methodology

The Job Development Program ployS five fully credentiaAed
, /.0'

counselors. These full-time 'counselors spend 352 of their time .in

individuai ctiunseling; group counseling takes up about 12Z of their

time. -An additional 35% of their time is devoted, to such tasks\as

cons.iltJng with other educat /onal personnel, serving in community

liaison roles, planning and evaluating program activities, and

istrative duties; Theremaining 20% of the counselors' time is

devoted to identifying students' eligibility for job placement. ,

,e
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Five paraprofessionals ar also employed. Approximately halff

their time is spent in'coimunity liation roles and another large part

fit working directly with students.

Facilities and materials are located in each of the five high

...1

',.s pools and at the Board of Education building, These locations

)are own as the "Job Placement Center,"

Evaluation

. Evaluation data collection has focused on the number of students

placed.

Placement over dtpast six years has been in clerical occulia-

tions, service occupations, skilled and manual occupations. and 'smite

'occupations. Only 18% of the graduating seniors placed six years

ago were no longer employe44 95% of the Tune, 1972, graduates parti-,

cipating in the progro wer laced.

Contact

Dr. Donald Mules
Director
Technical-Vocational Division
Cleveland Public Schools
1380'East Sixth Street
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
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Annotated Liet\of Strategy Sources
-

The following are listings of materials or activities for

potential career guidance strategies.

1. Resource Book of, -Low Goetvliatertiels, American Institutes

for Reseiich;147-4-;-Y,b": tvie t aim Alto, California
94302.

A review of teacher handbooks and guides; career exploration,
curricula and student teats; student guidance materials; and
multimedia resources. Also includes annotations of other
bibliographies, journals, etc.; a survey of chit en's liter
attire on career education; and brief notes of re ently fudded
federal projects.

2. Resource Book of Sample Units, American Institutes for
Reaearch,'1974, P.O. Box 1113, Palo Alto, California. 94302.

This resource contains 15 lesson units that teachers might
use in the introduction of career education into their class-
rooms. The units cover grades K'9 and are intended to serve
as examples of units teachers might develop themselves.

3. Review of Career Education in Secondary Education, College
Entrance Examination Board, 1973. 888 Seventh Street, New
Yoik,,N.Y. 10019.

A systematic review.of development in secondary guidance in
career education. This volume contains i description of
trends and of exemplary guidance materials, projects and
programs now in use or development.

4. Career Guidance: A Handbook of Methods, Merrill Publishing
CoMpany, 1973. Columbui,dhiro 0216.

5. , Career Education Resource Guide, General Learning Corpora-.
Lion, 1971. X450 Eil;arcadero Road; Palo Alto, California

94305

This guide is not intended to be a comprehensive career
. education program. ,It Is a, collection of activities that

4 (3
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can be initiated and carried out by teachers, 16-adult.
The activities are self- contained curriculum elements,
selected and adapted as provocativesclassroom models.
Materials and activities are organized according to per-
formance objectives.

Career Guidanceunse ngs and'hacement Elements of an
riti've` P opr/ea eb Norinau t'ifibers Moore

of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri.

Chapter 3 lists career guidance goals, objectives and
strategies for achieving them by grade level. Appendix
B present& sample guidance strategies for goals and ob-
jectives in each of four basic do6ains: Self Domain;
Life Roles, Settings and Events Domain; Life Career Plan-

Wmain; and Basic Studies and Occupational Prepara-
tiou Domain.

Case Studies in Practical Career Guidance, American
Institutes for Research, 1973. P.401. Box 1113, Palo Alto,

California 94302

This is a series of 13 case studies whith were written as
part of USOE contract: Practical Career Guidance," Counsel-

ing and Placemorit for the.linniollegf7Bound Students. Other
products inclide a review of theliterature and final re-
port which Outlines a planning-evaluation model for develop-
ing local career guidance programs. All these products can
be obtained through ERIC. Their respective ERIC numbers

are listed below.

1: Baltimore Placement and Follow -up Program_
."Bailtimore City Public Schools a
Itltimore, Maryland (ED 076 927)

2.

C4reer Development Center
oy High School

Fullerton, California ED 076 928)

3. Career and Educational Planning Program
Pioneer Senior High School
San Jose, California (ED 078 332)

4; Career Guidance Program
Hood River Valley High. School
Hood River, Oregon (ED 078 333)

I
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5. Computerized Vocational Information System
Willowbrook High School
Villa Park, Illinois (ED 078 334)

6. Coordinated Vocational and Academic Education
North Gwinnett High School
Suwanee, Georgia (ED 078 335)

7. Developmental Career Guidance Project
Detroit Public Schools
Detroit, Michigan (ED 078 336)-

8. Employability Development Team
Cleveland Public Schools
Cleveland, Ohio (ED 07$ 337)

9. Job Development Program
Cleveland Public Schools
Cleveland, Ohio (ED 078 338)

10,1'. Kimberly Guidance Program
Kimberly High School
Kimberly, Idaho (ED 078 339)

11. Lenawee Vocational-Technical Center and
Placement Program

Advlail, Michigan (ED 078 340)

12. Occupational Learning Center
Syracuse City School District
Syracuse, New York (ED 07$ 341)

Lr 13. Youth Career Action Program
San Jose Unified School District
San Jose, California (ED 080 078)

Practical Career Guidance; Counseling, and Placement for
the NO;Mliie-BOund'SiUdent:. A Revie4 of the Literature
(ED 080 919)

Planning Structuring, and EvaluatinsPractical Career
Guidance, r IntegratioliTiNonc.allnreound Youth inal
Report) (
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8. TherapeN0 tqmAPi Wocki. Models for the Biel in '
PrOkeii1C61,VII die -A7-14:V5i a
Personnel iNd Guidance Association, 1973, 632 'E, Common-
wealth Avenue, Fullerton, California 92631.

This entire book of 16 chapters describes intervention tech-
niques which can be. thought of as broad counseling strate-
gies for guidance purposAs. Suocessful working modelp are,.
described for helping individuals achieve a reasonably
positive self-concept, a sense of agency, and decision-
making abilities.

In addition, for those who want to do more in-depth reading
related to the topics of this chapter, the following may
prove useful:

1. Campbell, R. E Walz, G, R., Miller, J. V., Kriger, S, F
Career Guidance: Apandbook of Methods, Columbus, Ohio:

Charles E. Merrill Publishing ,COmpany1973.

Chapter #4, Types of Career Guidance' Methods. This

chapter lists eight types of career guidance methods and
discussed factors affecting the selection of methods.

The eight types are:

a) _behavioral approaches

b) computer assisted counseling
c) educational media
d) .group procedures
e) information systems
f) simulation gaming
g) vocationally relevant curriculum
h) work experience programs

Chapter #5. Designing Career Guidance Approaches. This

chapter is written to provide a\framework for translating
the needs of students into guidance goals and for designing
tailored career guidance approaches which can help imple-*

sent these guidance goals, The chapter focuseson:

a) presenting specific successful guidance approaches

b) helping the reader determine If the approach would
meet student needs of his district

c) providing basic principles which govern the use of -

the approach
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d) providing concrete steps needed to design, implement,
evaluate and reVise an application of the approach.

Chapter #6. Guidelines for. Career Guidance Program Develop-
ment. This chapter deal* with total guidance programs
rather than. individual career guidance methods, It in-
clvdes discussion of the following concepts which are re-
levant to this module's topics

a) specificption of alternative strategies
b) program mission and accountability
c) procedural parsimony
d) maximizing resources

2. Jones, G. B., Ganschow, L. H Helliwell, C. B., Wolff,
J. M., Dayton, C. W. A Manual for Developing Career
Guidance Programsf Irvine; California: Edncatfonal
Properties, Inc., 1974.'

This manual is designed toteach the *kills (*program
development. Chapter Three, Structuring and Implementing
Programs, has content relevant to selecting guidance
strategies.

3. Herr, E. L., & Cramer, Stanley H. Vocational Guidance
and Career Dexelommt in the Schoolet. ToWaia a tystema
Approach. 'Palo Alto, California: 'HOugaon Mifflin Co. -,
1972."

Although the entire book is relevant to developing a .com-
prehenaive career guidance program, Chapter 9, Helping
Strategies in Vocational Guidartics, is of partiC4lar inter-

est. The author,divides strategies into individnal,
group, and,e0Viromental treatment. , Each of these types
of helping strategies is discussed in terms of their.
relevancy tor career guidance in the schools.

4. Stufflebeam, D. L,.; et al. Phi Delta Kappa National study
Committee on Evaluation, Educational Evaluation and 4ecision
Making. Peacock, Itaska, thi beliaiVaiipat 10717

Chapter 3, Educationial Decision Making; and Chapter ,

Criteria, are.OartiOularly relevant to selecting stra eg es.

A technical, detailld but useful discussion of the process

1
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of choosing and the, criteria for choice is included. These
chapters would be helpful to an advancedstudett looking for
ajOuch more intellectual discussion of the topics.

5. Miller, J. R, Professional Decision Makins. New York:
Praeger Publishers, NaiiYoik,-3,710r.---

The subtitle of this book is "A PrOcedure for Evaluating
Complex Alternatives." It is written for Complex business
decisions but has application to this topic. It is highly
technical, of interest only to an advanced student.

6. Kelley, Marjorie L, Planning and Design: The Consideration
of Alternatives) Modules. San Fiancisco, California:
Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development,
1971.

This is one module in a sequence of modules written for

the educational developer. It outlines a pattern of
operation to follow when considering alternative ways of
reaching educational.objectives. Good examples are pro
vided and practice exercises are given to apply the skills
learne0.
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Chapter V

- _ Summary and Conclusion

We have covered a good deal of ground in this discussion. Per: -

naps a brief recap would be in order.

Chapter I, "The Seed for More Systematic Program Planning and

Eval4ation," began by surveying some of the pressing problems facing

human services programs today. These include the funding crisis in

social and educational institutions, the crisis counseling syndrome,

and the demand for accountability accompanied by human services per-

sonnel bewilderment in the fate of this demand.' All of these factors

become serious prbblens for human services programs. While a variety

.of possible answers exists, one particularly hopeful resolution rests

in a systematic planning and evaluation approach. AIR has been work-
.

ing over the past two years to develop a competency-based staff

development program to proliidC.those working in human services with,

the knowledge and skills needed to plan, develop, implement, and

evaluate comprehensive programs of guidance, counseling, placement,

and follow-through. This approach has a number of advantages and

disadvantages, and is presently being researched to determine whether

it will-fulfill its promise. -

Chapter II, "An Approach to Effective Program Planning and

).valuation," detailed this planning and evaluation approach, par
Ala
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titularly its planning phase. Conducting desired outcomes assess-.

ments, performing current status assessments, establishing program

goals, and developing client performance objectives were all delved

into in some depth. Examples of activities and products involved

in each of these tasks were presented. The remaining activities in

the overall model for program development were then briefly summa-

rized. These include:

Selecting Alternative Program Strategies

Specifying Process Objectives

Developing Program Staff

Trying Out Activities and Monitoring Early
Implementation Efforts

ConductineSummative EvaIdationa (Cost-Impact Studies)

Communicating Evaluation Results

. Chapter III, "Developing Staff Skills for thks Planning-
-.

Evaluation Model and Process," described the program of staff develop-_

pent that his been developed at AIR to help those working_ in-hpman

services to acquire the IsnowIedge and skills needed tcecarry out such

program improvement. Included was a discussion of some of the philor

sophical underpinnings for such staff development. The chapter then

detailed the nature and focus of the program, and related this to

general counseling skills. The. format of the modules was presented.

Each module is structured around precise objectives and includes all

the following: an introductory section that outlines the module and

133
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indicates how it fits into the overall model; a glossary; text;

discussion questions; practice activities; a postassessment; a per-

sonal application, activity; and an appendix containing possible

additional readinis, an optional simulation description, and a b4b-

liography of additional resources related to the topic of that

particular moduli. Finally, the outcomes to be achieved by all

the modules were presented.

Chapter IV, ."Using Competency-Based Client Strategies and

Materials," surveyed some of the programs now existing and described

how these could fit into treatment strategies designed around the

planning and evaluation approach detailed above. The following

programs were br efly described:

The Life Career Development System

7 Bread a4d Butterflies

Career education and Satellite Technology Demonstration

Decisions and Outcomes

06. Career Guidance, Counseling, and Placement Guide
and Career Education-Methods and Processes

Baltimore Placement and Folrowup Program

Job Development Program--Cleveland Public Schools

Finally, an annotated list of resources was presinted, Summarizing

many additional wellsprings of information and ideas for client treat-

ment strategies and materials useful with any,well-plaftmed and
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evaluated program.

One additional related AIR effort should be mentioned here.

This is a catalog of competency-based staff development programs

existing throughout the United States, As part of the project that

developed the education program described in this document, a

nitfOnal search was conducted to learn what other approaches existed

that would be useful in developing human services staff skills.

While the results of this search were not overwhelming, 34 other

programs were described, many statements of desirable competencies

for those working in this field were abstracted, and a catalog

summarizing this information was produced. AIR plans to continue

this search for another year, adding to its current discoveries

and compiling a comprehensive resource useful for anyone interested

in furthering the knowledge and skills of those working in guidance, _

counseling, placement, and follow-through.

Let us close with a hopeful thought. The possibilities to

which human services programs can look, given imaginative leader-

ship and hard work, are boundless, The services they can provide

are invaluable. At no time in the past have the challenges-been

greater or the potential more limitless, The approach described

in this docitment reoesents one attempt to-help meet those chal-

lengis and experience the fulfillment of that potential. To those

"Interested, we offer it as a tool in that effort. If it can:help
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even a few people engaged in the endeavor of improving uman

services, our work will be wel rewarded.

i

/

/
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Crites, J. 0. Vocational peytholow. New, York: McGraw-Hill, 1969.

Herr, E.A.. VocAtAm44R4Mst_ ,,,'lsveloAment in the
schools:"-Towardepre!assspRroic Boston: Houghton.

97710
Osipow, g. H. Theories of Career develoment. New York: Appleton-

Century-Cro ts, 1968.

Shaw, M. C. The function, of tirciry, Art gsi.daftcearmkrams ; Guidance
MonovapTiSeries 1. heOrork: WoughtCmlfifflin, 1968.

Super, D. E., & Bohn, M,.J. Occupttiouel psychology. Belmont,
Calif.: Wadsworth Publialhg Co.,

Tolbert, E; L. -Counseling for career development. Boston:
Houghton t.fiRIT;71974.

Walz, G. it., Smith, R. C.,, & Benjamin, L. (Eds.). A comprehensive
view of career development. Washington, D.C.: American
Personnel-and-Unidance-X3WcTciation, 1974,

Zaccaria, J. Theories of occupational choice and vocational develop-
ment': GulTina-ROFF9h3e-rleasn. bn,aton: 'WoliihiOia.

f970.

These 'are good sources for more in...depth information on parti-

cular theories:

Duncan, 0, D., Featherman, D.L., & Duncan, B. So4oecquomic background
and achievement. New York: Seminar Press, 197/,

. -
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'Ginzberg, E. Toward a theory of 6ccupational choicer A restatement.
. Vocational Guidance Otue,k11.1.7J'1972i 20(3) 169-176;

. 1

. Holland, J. L. Makin vocational ctiv4t4:1i iit:theory..of careers.
Englewood c ;77Amwwil.tmlwilyil7.-Iy7s.-IIII;!-Ne

Roo, A., & Siegelman, M. The origin of interests, .APGA.Tnquiry
Studies, No. 1. Washington, D.C,I American Perionnel and

7 '-

Studies,
Association, 1964.

...% I

Schultz; T. W. The economic value of education, 'Mew York:f.
. - Columbia UnITTei7R0374771'9'63'.-------

Super, D. E. Vocational development theoryi Perama, pbsitions,
and processes. Thettolist, 1949, 1, 2 -9,

it

Tiedeman, D. V., R. P, Career develoRmenti .Choice
and adlustment New York: College. tntiSnce ElaMlnitioft Board,. 1963. .

(

For more information oft methods and apprOacfies in career

guidance,see the following:

Bottoms, G., & O'Kelley, G. L. Vocational education as a develop-

. mental prOcess. American Vocationstl Journal, 1971, March, 21-24.

' Campbell, R. E., Walz, G. R., Miller, J. V., & Kriger, S. F. Career

guidance: A handbook of methods, Columbus, Ohio: Charles E.

Merrill, 1973,

Gysbers, N. C. Drier, H. N., & Moore, E. J. (eds.). Career-guidance:
Practice. and pArApectives. Worthington, Ohios Charles A. Sones,

1973.

Hansen, L, S. Career guidance tractices in school and community.
D.Washington, C.: National-Voc'a'tionai Guidance Association, 1970.

Hoyt, K. B., Pinson, W. M., Laramord, 'D., & Mangum, G, L. Career

'education aid tbeeIemen .*Khool,teacher, Salt !ma-MY-,
OtIM OlygptilVtibliklan 9mp 0",-07)1"

. ( . .
. .

Eckman, B., W. An ageTgraded model for career development education.
' Journal of Vocational Behavior, '1974, 4, 193-212.

l 0)
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W, W., Ierrip, & Begle, E, Pt Career Rad$cce
in,seconda education. New Tork4 College Eal'aYee'tlika nation'
Board,

And ,for general,interest4

Panel on Youth of the President's Science AdVisory Committee, 'Youth

transition Science_.to adulthood. Washington, D.C.4 Office of SCie
and Tiehnology,-Ka'criTve Office of the President, June 1973.

Terkel, S. Workin : People to about whet thex,do all day and how
theyfeelabout Oat ts o."14;; AT Pantheon Books, 1974.

Desired Outcome Assessment

If you want more general information on assessment, check:

Borg, W.,& Gall, M. Educational research: An introduction (20 ed.).

New York: David FfiraY;-1971-,"'' -.4--

Fitzgerald, P. Assessing the perceived educational needs of
students. Education, 1972, 92(3), 13-14,

Fox, D. J. The research process in education. New Yorks Holt,

Rinehart, 1969: "

Issac, S., & Michael, W. B, Handbook in research and evaluation.
San Diego: Robert R. Kn445',-PublIehe-r; 19711

Kaufman, R., & Harsh, J. Determining educational needs: An

. overview. Washington; 1.1:-MtU.S1Dffite brEaUtatlte, 1969.
(ERIC'Document Reproduction Service No. ED 039 631)

Popham, W. J. Educational needs assessment in the cognitive,
affectiveTIETTAiraTaiall: Z.oilah7" -1.3i-Wie'les,
Center fOr-the'SEWITt511411175n$ University of California

at Los Angeles, 1969,

Rummel, J. F. An introduction to research procedures in education

t2nd ed.) tS,V7V-INT.

Wardrop, J. Towards a btoader concept of educational assessment,
(ERIC Decumedt ReproductiotritTrOrir-

1 b I.
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If you would like more inOrmation on:partioular assessment

apprdeches-, try the following4
.

'

Cramer, S. The opiniou-44WAs a researdh technique, In Research
guidelines for high school,ovuntelors, New Yorks
En fraric'e-

Flanagan, J, C. The critical incident technique, 'pn.c!loyfioal
Bulletin, 1954, 51, 325-358.

Hansen, J. C., & Ilerr, E. L, The foalow.up study. In-Research
guidelines for high school*counselors, New York: 77511ii
Entrance* Exainnilionto'aiii;

Jacobs, J. R. Effe4tive follow-up study procedures. The Guidance
Clinic, 1970, October, 11.3,

Jung, S. M. Evaluative uses of unconventional measurement tech-
niques. California Educational Research Journal, 1971, 22,

.1., -
48-57.

Lee, D. L. Needs assessment model,for_guidance in North Dakota.
Bismark, NoraTITZEI.; Nortb Dakota Department of Public
Instruction, Guidance and Counseling Section, 1973, .

Current Status As4e!;qmn,'

For additional general information on assessment, see the

following:

Best, J. W. Research in education. En glewood Cliffs, New Jersey;

Pren tice-Hliff ,

If you would like more informetton on particular assessment

techniques, see the followings

Buchheimer, A & Weiner, M, Studying student attitudes. In Re-

search guidelines for high school. counselors. New York:

College Entrance Examination Board, 1 965.
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Smith,,T., & Johnson, C. D. Thelciority.,counseling Burnt, high
schoolijorm B. Los AngeieittaUcatITIssIstance Institute,
1971.

The following focuses on use of items rather thin construction,

and it includes helpful examples of open-form questionnaires for

administrators and community members,

Hoyt, X. B. Career education: What it is end how to do it. Salt
Lake City, Utah: blyimpUTFIWITZIWIT;1Pin-y, 1972.

If ygu want to know more about the concept and measurement of

career maturity/development, see the following:

Cramer, S. H., & Herr, E. L, Vocational guidelines and career develop-
ment In the school: Toward a systems approach. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1972.

Super, D. E. Computers in support of vocational development and
counseling. In H: Borow (Ed.), Career guidance for a new
age. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1973.

If you wouldlike information about new career guidance'projrams,

see:

Hansen, Le S., & Borow, Toward effective practice: Emerging

models and programs. In'H. Borow (Ed',), Career guidance for

a new age. Boston: Houghton Mifflin.CoOany, 1773.

Establi hing_Program Goals

While a great deal haa-bien written about behavioral objectives,

surprisingly little is easily available on the topic of establishing

goals. James Popham and Eva Baker, teachers in the instructional ob-

jectives field, hive published Estaylishing Instructional Goals
,

'AA
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(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice.HaIl, 1970), but it deals

with objectives far more than goals, Robert Mager, another expert

in developing objectives, also has a book on goals, Goal'Analysis"

(Belmont, Calif.: Fearon Fublishers,"i972), which is somewhat more

directed at goals, but still largely focuses on objectives. The

works of Benjamin. Bloom and others are helpful. They are taxonomies

of educational objectives, one in the cogniti've and one in the af-

i
fective,realm. They are referenced in the Aext section of this

bibliography, as is-the work Frank Wellman Nie produced on a similar

taxonomy for guidance-related objectives,.

General reference works may provide some assistance; for example,

books such as Stephen Isaac's Handbook in Research and evaluation

(San Diego: Robert Knapp, 1971). Finally, the series of California

monographs published by the California Personnel and Guidance As-

sociation often touches on goals. These six monographs are:

No. 1 -- Stating. the o of counseling. (1966) by;
John D. Krum oltz.

No. 2 -- Evaluatinmil personnel programs (1971) by
Robert W. O'Hare and Baiira Lasser.

No. 3 _" Accountabilkt".in_pmpil_personnel services: A 44\
iTeiTiiiside for the development of objectives
(1971) edited-tTiowWt=4-1: Sullivan and Robert
W. O'Hare.

No 4 t7 A master plan for pupil services (1972) edited
by Anita M.;Mitchell and James A. Saum.



No. 5 -- Career dexelopmew A California model for career
Aticaace.eurrCu!..ym, lc,adult (1972) edited by Joe
CUnha, Derry). laramore, Bruce Lowrey, Anita Kitchell,
Thomas Smith, and Dale Woolley.

No. 6 -- Result systems management: The human side of
accounts ilia (1972) by David Keirsey and Marilyn
Bates.

Monographs are available from California Personnel and Guidance

Association, 654 East Commonwealth Avenue, Fullerton, Calfornia 92631.

Specifyiu Learner Performance Ob ect

A very good overall text on the subject of writing learner per-

formance objective? is

Kibler, R. J., Baker, L. L., 4 Miles, D. T. (Eds.). Behavioral
objectives and instruction. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc.,
1970.

For information on the types of objectives, try reading:

Bloom, B. S. (Ed.). Taxonomy of educational olAectives. Handbook I:

The cognitive domain. New York' Longmans, Green and Company,

1956.

Krathwohl, D. R., Bloom, B. S., it Masia, B. B. (Eds.): Taxonomy of
educational objectives. Handbook Affective domain. New
York: David McKay Company, 1964.

110'

Popham, W. J., et al. InstructionalobjectiVes: American Educational
Research Association Monograph Seri an Curriculum Evaluation.
Chicago: Rand McNally and Company, T969.

For discussions on the purpose of writing objectives and their

correct foni, see:

Krumboltz. J. D. SCating_the loals,of counseling, Monograph No. 1.'
Fullerton, California: Calieorersonnel and Guidance AB- in
sociatidn, 1966.
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Lindvall, C. M. (Ed.). Defining educational objectives: A report- -
of the Regional Commission on ucEdational Coordination and the
Learning ResS;712aid-Voiiiilentl'benter. Pittsburgh: Uni-
versity of PftesbUr107Fresi, 1§647"

Mager, R. F. Preparing instructional objectives. Palo Alto,
Calif.: Fearon

The following contain many examples of objectives:

Dunn, J. A., et al. Career, ducatipn: A curriculum design and
instructional objectives catalog. Palo Alto,. Calif.: American
Institutei for Re'search, 1974,

National Assessment of Education Progress. Objectives for career

and occupational development. Denver: Author,- 1971.

Allman, F. E. A conceptual framework for the derivation of
guidance objectives and outcom? criteria: Preliminary state-
ment. In J. Whiteley (Ed.), Research in counseling. Columbus,
Ohio: Charles E. 'Merrill, 1967.

The references below have more general information, but they

contain parts which are relevant to the writing of learner performance

objectives.

Briggs, L. J. Handbook of_procedres for the design of instruction.
Pittsburgh: American 'Institutes for Research, 1970.

Crawford, J. (Ed.). CORD national research training manual (2nd ed.).
Eugene, Oregon: Teaching Research Division, Oregon State
System of Higher Education, 1972.

Far West LaboratOry for Educational Research and Development. The

specification of expected outcomes. San Francisco: Author, 1971.

Herr. E. L., & Cramer, S. H. Vocational guidance and career develop-
ment in the schools: Toward a systems_apploach. Boston:

Houghton MifflinCompany, 1972.

Jones, G. B., Wolff, J. M., et al. SpecUying Eroduct and process
obiectivellModole 4. Palo Alto, Calif..: iLeFican Institutes

for Research, 173.
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Popham, W., 6 Baker, E. L. Systematic instruction. Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice,Hall, Inc., 1970.

Shaw, M. C. School guidance programs. Objectives, functions,
evaluation, and change. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1973.
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